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NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
This form has two sections. Section A contains information required by the University Senate and Registrar’s office
and Section B contains information required by two external entities, the CPE (Council on Postsecondary
Education) and SACS-COC (Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges). Although only
Section A is required for University Senate approval, every question must be answered to receive CPE approval.
Please write “not applicable” wherever that is the appropriate response, leaving no area blank.
The CPE requires that a pre-proposal and full proposal be submitted. The pre-proposal is submitted after a
proposed program has received college-level approval. Answers to questions identified with a * by the question
number on this form should be used for the CPE’s pre-proposal. Such questions are in both Section A and Section B.
Please email institutionaleffectiveness@uky.edu for more information about the CPE’s pre-proposal process. The
CPE’s full proposal requires completion of both Sections A and B of this form and is submitted after approval by
UK’s Board of Trustees.
Once approved at the college level, your college will send the proposal to the appropriate Senate academic council
(HCCC and/or UC) for review and approval. Once approved at the academic council level, the academic council will
send your proposal to the Senate Council office for additional review via a committee and then to the Senate for
approval. Once approved by the Senate, the Senate Council office will send the proposal to the appropriate entities
for it to be placed on an agenda for the Board of Trustees. The contact person listed on the form will be informed
when the proposal has been sent to committee and other times as appropriate.
SECTION A – INFORMATION REQUIRED BY UNIVERSITY SENATE
1. Basic Information: Program Background and Overview
1a [E]

Date of contact with Institutional Effectiveness (IE)1:

2-10-2015

Appended to the end of this form is a PDF of the reply from Institutional Effectiveness.
1b [E]

Home College: Fine Arts

1c [E]

Home Educational Unit (school, department, college2): School of Art and Visual Studies

1d* [E]

Degree Type (BA, BS, etc.): B.S.

1e* [E]

Program Name (Music, Human Health Sciences, etc.): Digital Media and Design

1f* [E]

CIP Code (provided by Institutional Effectiveness): 50.0102-Digital Arts

1g [E]

Is there an accrediting agency related to this program?

Yes

No

If “Yes,” name: National Schools of Art and Design
1h* [E]

Requested effective date:

Fall semester following approval.

OR

Specific Date3:Fall 20

1

You can reach Institutional Effectiveness by phone or email (257-2873, institutionaleffectiveness@uky.edu).
Only interdisciplinary undergraduate degrees may be homed at the college level.
3
Programs are typically made effective for the semester following approval. No program will be made effective unless all
approvals, up through and including Board of Trustees and CPE approval, are received.
2
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1i* [E]

Anticipated date for granting first degree(s): December 2017

1j*

Contact person name: Robert Jensen

Email:
Robert.Jensen@uky.edu

Phone: 7-2336

2. Program Overview
2a* [S,C] Provide a brief description of the proposed program. (300 word limit)
The Digital Media and Design (DMD) bachelor of science degree in the School of Art and Visual Studies is
intended to educate its students in studio-based digital media practices at the pre-professional level. This
degree is available to students who plan to undertake careers that require creative use of digital imagery with
artistic and/or commercial applications, involving digital design and illustration, photography, video, sound
and digital-based fabrication. With the exception of outside coursework all courses are in the form of studiobased instruction.
2b [S]

2c* [S,C]

What is the need for the proposed program? For example, is there a shortage of trained professionals or has
an accrediting/professional/government body expressed a need for this type of program? (300 word limit)
Faculty development of the B.S. degree in Digital Media and Design has been student driven. Many students
in our digital classes have complained that they cannot get the degree they want at UK. The College of
Communication’s Media Arts degree program emphasizes mass media. The College of Design offers preprofessional training in architecture and interior design. The College of Engineering’s programs are too
technical for the type of student we would mostly attract. And the Art Studio B.A. and B.F.A. degree
programs focus on fostering fine as opposed to applied artists/creatives. The B.S. degree is for students
seeking training in software applications, lens-based technologies, and digital design within a studio
environment that emphasizes creativity. We have crafted a degree for a creative class of students who want
the digital skills to be successful in today’s job market.
(similar to 11a) List the program objectives. These objectives should deal with how students will benefit from
the program, both tangibly and intangibly. Give evidence that they will benefit. (300 word limit)
The proposed B.S. degree in Digital Media and Design is a response to rapidly advancing digital technologies
and to changing expectations by students and their families regarding the value and purpose of college
degrees. It is intended to: 1. meet student demand while growing our majors; 2. attract and develop a higher
quality cadre of students in our programs; 3. attract students regionally as well as within the Commonwealth;
4. fully utilize the skills our faculty has to offer; 5. develop a program designed for inter-college
collaboration; 6. further undergraduate and graduate research within designed
collaborative environments; 7. offer students the best possible training in the latest digital technologies and
related applications; 8. foster the creativity of students in design-related fields.

List the student learning outcomes (SLOs) for the proposed program and include the SLO for the Graduation
2d* [S,C] Composition and Communication Requirement (GCCR). (300 word limit) (More detailed information will be
addressed in a subsequent question.)
A. Knowledge of the concepts related to the visual, spatial, sound, motion, interactive, and temporal
elements/features of digital technology and principles for their use in the creation and application of digital
media-based work.
B. Understanding of narrative and other information/language structures for organizing content in time-based
or interactive media; the ability to organize and represent content structures in ways that are responsive to
technological, social, and cultural systems.
C. Understanding of the characteristics and capabilities of various technologies (hardware and software);
their appropriateness for particular expressive, functional, and strategic applications; their positions within
larger contexts and systems; and their influences on individuals and society.
NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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D. Knowledge of the processes for the development and coordination of digital-based art and design
strategies (for example, storyboarding, concept mapping, and the use of scenarios and personas.)
E. Ability to analyze and synthesize relevant aspects of human interaction in various contexts (physical,
cognitive, cultural, social, political, and economic) and with respect to technologically-mediated
communication, objects, and environments.
F. Knowledge of history, theory, and criticism with respect to such areas as film, video, technology, and
digital art and design.
G. Ability to work in teams and to organize collaborations among people from different disciplines.
H. Ability to use the above competencies in the creation and development of professional quality digital media
productions.
The ability to communicate effectively in visual, oral, and written form (GCCR) will be addressed throughout
the curriculum but also in the specific course Art 301.
2e [S]

Describe the rationale and motivation for the program. Give reference to national context, including
equivalents in benchmark institutions. (150 word limit)
Many students in our digital classes have complained that they cannot get the degree they want at UK. UK
lags behind many colleges and universities in the Southeast by the absence of degree programs in graphic
design or digital media or a combination of the two. The DMD B.S. degree will bring U.K up to the degree
offering standards available to most students enrolled in similar studio art programs in other Southern
Regional Education Board (SREB) states. But its integrative approach to digital media most closely
resembles only those degree programs offered by comparableflagship, research I universities, such as the
University of Florida, the University of George, and the University of Texas. And even these institutions do
not possess a degree program that weaves so closely together graphic design, video, web design, photography,
3-d fabrication and print media.

2f [S]

Describe the proposed program’s uniqueness within UK. (250 word limit)
We have crafted a degree for a creative class of students who want the digital skills to be successful in today’s
job market. The College of Communication’s Media Arts degree program emphasizes mass media. The
College of Design offers pre-professional training in architecture and interior design. The College of
Engineering’s programs are too technical for the type of student we would mostly attract. And the Art Studio
B.A. and B.F.A. degree programs focus on fostering fine as opposed to applied artists/creatives.

2g [S]

Describe the target audience. (150 word limit)
The B.S. degree is for students seeking training in software applications, lens-based technologies, and digital
design within a studio environment that emphasizes creativity. The business world and industry need
graduates able to apply such digital software/hardware to create innovative solutions to common problems.
These individuals are valued for their creativity, for their knowledge of contemporary and past visual culture,
and for the digital skills they are able to bring to any task.

2h* [E]

Does the program allow for any tracks (a.k.a. options)?
Yes
No
If “Yes,” name the track(s). (Specific course requirements will be described in a subsequent section.)
Track #1:
Track #2:
Track #3:
Track #4:
Track #5:
Track #6:
NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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2i [RS]

2j* [S]

2k [S]

2l [S]

Does the program require a minor?
If “Yes,” what is the name of the minor?

No

Yes

No

n/a

Are necessary resources available for the proposed new program?
(A more detailed answer is requested in Section A, part 4.)

Describe how the proposed program will be administered, including admissions, student advising, retention,
etc. (150 word limit)
The DMD will be administered by the School of Art & Visual Studies administrative leadership and staff,
alongside SA/VS other four undergraduate degree programs. The new degree shares School resources
regarding everything from admissions to advising to retention initiatives and so on. However, student success
will be monitored by a faculty digital media and design assessment committee, consisting of the faculty of
record in the School of Art and Visual Studies .
Are multiple units/programs collaborating to offer this program?
Yes
No
If “Yes,” please discuss the resource contribution(s) from each participating unit/program. (150 word limit)
(Letters of support will be addressed in subsequent sections.)
n/a
Has this or a similar program been previously offered at UK but was closed by the
CPE?
If “Yes,” describe. (300 word limit)

2m

Yes4

Yes

No

n/a
2n [S]

Are there any current UK programs which the proposed program could be perceived
Yes
No
as replicating?
If “Yes,” give a rationale for why this is not duplication, or is a necessary duplication. (250 word limit)
The only degree program similar to the DMD outside of our own degree programs in studio art is the College
of Communications Media Arts B.A. degree. However, we believe that the Media Arts degree is primarily
concerned with mass media and communications and is primarily taught in lecture course format. The DMD
is a studio-based program with an emphasis on individual creative design applications. In fact we often get
Media Arts majors enrolling in our digital media courses to master the technical knowledge that Media Arts
is not set up to provide. Moreover, we are hoping to see double majors between the two programs as well as
students minoring in the respective degree programs, since they complement each other so well
For a more comprehensive response, please review document: Attachment # 1: Addendum to the Senate (B.S.
degree)..
If “Yes,” two pieces of supporting documentation are required.
Check to confirm that appended to the end of this form is a letter of support from the chair/director of
the unit(s) that may perceive this program as a replicate.
Check to confirm that appended to the end of this form is verification that the chair/director of the other
unit(s) has consent from the faculty members of the unit. This typically takes the form of meeting minutes.

4

If “Yes,” in conjunction with the submission of this form to the home unit, you must also fill out the form for a new minor
and submit it to the home unit.
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2o [S]

2p [S]

The faculty of record is the faculty body responsible for ALL aspects of the program, including courses, credit
hours, rigor, changes to the program, etc. Please identify the program’s faculty of record by choosing ONE of
the four scenarios below. For more information on each faculty of record scenario, visit
http://www.uky.edu/Faculty/Senate/Forms/UndegDegPgm_Help.html.
OR
OR
OR
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4
If Scenarios 2, 3, or 4 are chosen, please provide describe/list/name the members of the faculty of record
and describe the voting rights of members of the faculty of record. Include the process and standards for
identifying the program director, as well as adding and deleting members of the faculty of record. (150 word
limit)
n/a
Will the program have an advisory board5?
Yes
No
If “Yes,” please describe the standards by which the faculty of record will select members of the advisory
board, the duration of service on the board, and criteria for removal. (150 word limit)
n/a
If “Yes,” please list below the number of each type of individual (as applicable) who will be involved in the
advisory board.
Faculty within the college who are within the home educational unit.
n/a
Faculty within the college who are outside the home educational unit.
n/a
Faculty outside the college who are within the University.
n/a
Faculty outside the college and outside the University who are within the United States.
n/a
n/a
Faculty outside the college and outside the University who are outside the United States.
n/a
Students who are currently in the program.
Students who recently graduated from the program.
n/a
Members of industry.
n/a
Community volunteers.
n/a
Other. Please explain:
n/a
n/a
Total Number of Advisory Board Members

3. Delivery Mode
UK DLP and eLearning Office 6
Initially, will any portion of the proposed program’s core courses be offered via
3a* [CR]
Yes
No
distance learning7?
If “Yes,” please indicate below the percentage of core courses that will be offered via distance learning.
(check one) 1% - 24%
25% - 49%
50% - 74%
75 - 99%
100%
NOTE: Programs in which 25% or more of the program will be offered via distance learning may need to
submit a substantive change prospectus to SACS. Please contact institutionaleffectiveness@uky.edu for
assistance. The prospectus is required by SACS, but it is NOT required for Senate review.

5

An advisory board includes both faculty and non-faculty who are expected to advise the faculty of record on matters related
to the program, e.g. national trends and industry expectations of graduates.
6
For questions about alternative delivery modes, please contact UK’s Distance Learning Programs and e-Learning office (URL
above).
7
Per the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACS) definition of distance education,
distance education is a formal educational process in which the majority of the instruction (interaction between students and
instructors and among students) in a course occurs when students and instructors are not in the same place. Instruction may
be synchronous or asynchronous.
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3b* [CR]

3c [S]

If any percentage of the program will be offered via the alternative learning formats below, check all that
apply, below.
Distance learning.
Courses that combine various modes of interaction, such as face-to-face, videoconferencing, audioconferencing, mail, telephone, fax, email, interactive television, or World Wide Web.
Technology-enhanced instruction.
Evening/weekend/early morning classes.
Accelerated courses.
Instruction at nontraditional locations, such as employer worksite.
Courses with multiple entry, exit, and reentry points.
Modularized courses.
Give pedagogical rationale for the use of alternative delivery modes in the proposed program. Consider the
aspects below and elaborate as appropriate. (200 word limit)
• Synchronous and asynchronous components.
• Balance between traditional and non-traditional aspects.
• Hybrid elements.
The DMD will be looking to make employer internships an integral part of the student's program.

4. UK Resources
4a* [CS]
Will the program’s home educational unit require new or additional faculty?
Yes
No
If “Yes,” provide a plan to ensure that appropriate faculty resources are available, either within UK or
externally, to support the program. Note whether the new and additional faculty will be part-time or fulltime faculty. If “No,” explain why. (150 word limit)
n/a
If “Yes,” when will the faculty be appointed? (150 word limit)
n/a
4b* [C]

4c [S]

Will the program’s home educational unit require additional non-faculty resources,
Yes
No
e.g. classroom space, lab space, or equipment?
If “Yes,” provide a brief summary of additional non-faculty resources that will be needed to implement this
program over the next five (5) years. If “No,” explain why. (150 word limit)
n/a
Will the program include courses from another educational unit(s)?
Yes
No X
If “Yes,” list the courses and identify the other educational units and subunits that have approved the
inclusion of their courses. (150 word limit)
n/a
If “Yes,” two pieces of supporting documentation are required.
Check to confirm that appended to the end of this form is a letter of support from the chair/director8 of
the other unit(s) from which individual courses will be used. The letter must include demonstration of true
collaboration between multiple units9 and impact on the course’s use on the home educational unit.
Check to confirm that appended to the end of this form is verification that the chair/director of the other
unit(s) has consent from the faculty members of the unit. This typically takes the form of meeting minutes.

8

A dean may submit a letter only when there is no educational unit below the college level, i.e. there is no
department/school.
9
Show evidence of detailed collaborative consultation with such units early in the process.
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(similar to question 19) Fill out the faculty roster below for full-time and part-time faculty teaching major core courses in the proposed
program.

4d [SACS,S]

NAME

FACULTY CIP
CODE10

MAJOR CORE COURSES IN THE PROGRAM

OTHER QUALIFICATIONS

List name & identify faculty
member as FT (full-time) or PT
(part-time).

List the applicable
CIP Code for the
faculty member.

List the major core courses in the program that
the faculty member will teach.

If applicable, list any other qualifications and comment on how
they pertain to the courses in the program the faculty member
will teach. If not applicable, mark with “n/a.”

A-S 300; A-S 580; A-S 581
FT Ruth Adams

50.0605
A-S 300; A-S 305; A-S 346; ART 485

FT Rob Dickes

50.0406; 50.0605

FT Garrett Hansen

50.0605; 50.0102

FT Doreen Maloney

50.0102;50.0699

FT Jonathan McFadden

50.0710; 50.0102

FT Matt Page

50.0409; 50.0102

FT James R. Southard

50.0605;
50.0102; 500699
50.0605; 50.0102

FT Dmitry Strakovsky

10.0304; 50.0102

FT Lee Ann Paynter

10

A-S 285; A-S 300; A-S 580; A-S 581
A-S 346; A-S 398; A-S 490; A-S 546

A-S 320; A-S 321; A-S 390; A-S 520; A-S
521
A-S 340; A-S 341; A-S 347; A-S 540; A-S
541
A-S 200; A-S 285; A-S 300; A-S 346
A-S 285; A-S 300
A-S 200; A-S 345; A-S 346; A-S 347; A-S
348; A-S 390; ART 485; A-S 546

M.F.A. University of Miami, 1999; Concentration in
Photography and Digital Art; B.F.A. Rochester Institute of
Technology, 1994; Photojournalis; *B.S. Syracuse
University 1988; Computer Science
MFA, University of Kentucky, 2009; BFA, Rochester
Institute of Technology, 1996; Commercial Photographer,
Entrepreneur 1996-2002; Graphic Design, photography
and digital media teache
MFA., Photography, Indiana University, 2011
MFA/MA Installation, Video Art and Performance ,
University of Wisconsin, Madison 1999; MA Ottoman
History, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1996
MFA, Printmaking, Edinburgh College of Art, 2009
BFA, Printmaking, Texas State University, 2006
M.F.A Vermont College of Fine Arts, Montpelier, Vermont,
2006
MFA Photography & Media, California Institute of the
Arts, 2011
MFA Carnegie Mellon University, 2011
MFA The School of the Art Institute of Chicago; CTO
MakeTime, Inc. 2014-2015; Freelance Software developer

Consult your college’s associate dean for faculty affairs for specific assistance with Classification of Instructional Programs codes (CIP codes).
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A-S 200; A-S 346
FT Sarah Wylie VanMeter

50.0102; 10.0304

FT James Wade

50.0102;

FT Nicole White

50.605

FT David Wischer

50.0409; 50.0710

A-S 390; A-S 546
A-S 200; A-S 285; A-S 300
A-S 200; A-S 320; A-S 322; A-S 340; A-S
341; A-S 346; A-S 347

NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM

2001-present
MFA Filmmaking, San Francisco Art Institute, 2009
BFA Photography and New Media, University of Kentucky,
2003
MFA – Sculpture, The University of Georgia, 1996
MFA, Studio, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 2012
MA, Art History, University of Connecticut, 2010
MFA, Fine Art, Purdue University, West Lafayette IN,
2012; BFA, Graphic Design, Northern Kentucky
University, Highland Heights KY, 2000
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5. Assessment – Program Assessment and Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs)
Referring to program objectives, student benefits, and the target audience (questions 2b and 2f), explain
how the program will be assessed, which is different from assessing student learning outcomes. Include how
5a [S]
the faculty of record will determine whether the program is a success or a failure. List the benchmarks, the
assessment tools, and the plan of action if the program does not meet its objectives. (250 word limit)
We have set the floor at 100 DMD majors and the ceiling at 200 majors within the first four years. Second,
we have set the minimum graduate rate after the declaration of the major at 85% and a four-year graduation
rate at 80% minimum. Third, we will track student job placement following graduation. We are targeting a
80% success rate minimum within digital design fields closely related to the student's degree. Fourth, we will
ask graduating students to evaluate the program, assessing its strengths and weaknesses from their individual
perspectives. We will index graduation rates against the UK standard and at UK benchmark institutions with
similar degrees. Program improvements will be an on-going activity; we will adjust course offerings and
curriculum to best prepare students to achieve their career goals.
5b [S]

(related to 2c and 14.c) Based on the SLOs from question 2c, append a PDF of the program’s course map11 to
the end of this form. (Click HERE for a sample curricular map.)

5c [S]

Append an assessment plan12 for the SLOs to the end of this form. (Click HERE for a sample assessment plan.)

6. Miscellaneous
6a [S]
Is there anything else about the proposed program that should be mentioned? (150 word limit)
The DMD degree takes advantage of the recent significant growth of faculty in digital-related fields and the
new School of Art and Visual Studies building, with its new six digital labs, its new photo and print media
labs, and its new three-d fabrication studio.
7. Specific Course Requirements. [S, R]
[RS]
UK Core Requirements
Course Prefix and
Number
7a

I. Intellectual Inquiry (one course in each area)
Arts and Creativity
Humanities
Social Sciences
Natural/Physical/Mathematical

7b

II. Composition and Communication
Composition and Communication I
Composition and Communication II

Number of Credit Hours

3
3
3
3

CIS or WRD 110
CIS or WRD 110

3
3

11

Course mapping (or “curricular mapping”) is a representation of how faculty intend to approach and assess each of the
student learning outcomes identified for the courses for the degree program, with an emphasis on courses required for all
degree candidates. It is a master chart that indicates which objectives are being met, to what extent, and how often. This
identifies whether an objective is “introduced,” “developed,” and/or “mastered” within a given course; it may be helpful also
to chart any classroom-based assessment measures used to demonstrate that claim.
12
An assessment plan is typically a tabular grid that illustrates the artifacts, rubrics, assessment team, and periods of
assessment for the SLOs.
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7c

III. Quantitative Reasoning (one course in each area)
Quantitative Foundations
Statistical Inferential Reasoning

7d

3
3

IV. Citizenship (one course in each area)
Community, Culture and Citizenship in the USA
Global Dynamics

3
3
30

Total UK Core Hours:

7e
7f [S]

Graduation Composition and Communication Requirement (GCCR)
7f.i Will the GCCR involve a course(s) from outside the home unit?
Yes
No
If the course(s) used are from outside the home unit, one piece of supporting documentation is required.
Check to confirm that appended to the end of this form is a letter of support from the other units’
chair/director13 from which individual courses will be used.
7f.ii

How will the GCCR be delivered in the proposed program? For each box checked, list the prefix and number
for the relevant course(s), including any cross-listing(s).
Single course within the program’s home unit.
Art 301
Multiple courses within the program’s home unit.
Single course from outside the program’s home unit.
Multiple courses from outside the program’s home unit.
Combination of course(s) from inside and outside the program’s home unit.

7f.iii

Course
Course #1
Course #2 (
Course #3 (
Course #4 (

Course Status14

Prefix & Number

Not applicable.)
Not applicable.)
Not applicable.)

Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....

7f.iv Provide a narrative regarding this program’s GCCR, for inclusion in the Bulletin.
This course is designed to assist DMD majors in developing practical writing and presentation skills needed to
maintain a successful, professional practice in the visual arts. The course will include written, oral, and visual
communication assignments.
7g [RS]

College-level Requirements
How will college-level requirements be satisfied?
Standard University college requirement
List course(s): 6 hours in CFA outside academic unit.
OR
Specific course(s)
List course(s):

13

A dean may submit a letter only when there is no educational unit below the college level, i.e. there are no
departments/schools.
14
Use the drop-down list to indicate if the course is a new course (“new”), an existing course that will change (“change”), or if
the course is an existing course that will not change (“no change”).
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Use the grids below to list core courses, electives, courses for a track, etc.
Use the course title from the Bulletin or from the most recent new/change course form.
Program Major Core Courses. (Required for all students in the program and includes pre-major and preprofessional courses. Check the appropriate box to describe the course as either “program core” or “premajor/pre-professional”.)

7h*

Prefix &
Number

Course Title

A-S 001

Foundation Exhibition

A-S 101

Creative Practices in Art Studio

A-S 102

Two-Dimensional Surface

A-S 130

Drawing

A-S 200

Introduction to Digital Art, Space, and time

A-S 285

Lens Arts

Art 301

Professional Practices

A-S 547

Digital Media Projects Capstone

A-S 585

Industry Pathways and Practice

A-S

6 hrs Additional visual studies course from
approved list (A-H 101 Recommended)

Type of Course

Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Pre-major/prof

Credit
Hrs

Course Status15

0

No Change

1

No Change

3

No Change

3

No Change

3

No Change

3

New

3

No Change

3

No Change

3

No Change

6

No Change
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....

15

Use the drop-down list to indicate if the course is a new course (“new”), an existing course that will change (“change”), or if
the course is an existing course that will not change (“no change”).
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7i

7j

Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Pgm Core
Select one....
Pre-major/prof
Total Core Courses Credit Hours: 28
Is there any narrative about pre-major or pre-professional courses for the
program that should be included in the Bulletin? If “Yes,” note below. (150
Yes
No
word limit)
First Year Foundation Requirements
Progression Requirement
Students must earn at least a letter grade of C in each of the Foundation courses to progress to major status.
Residency Requirement
Students are required to complete a minimum of two semesters at the University of Kentucky following
admission into the B.S. program.
Is there any narrative about core courses for the program that should be
Yes
No
included in the Bulletin? If “Yes,” note below.
1. Studio requirements
A minimum of nine art studio courses at the 300 level or above, of which at least six are digital-based
NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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(printmedia, digital photography, graphic design, video, web-based art, 3-d fabrication, among others),
......................................27
2.
Career Pathway Core:
A-S 547 Digital Media Projects Capstone…………...…….3
A-S 585 Industry Pathways and Practice………....….…...3
Art 301 Professional Practices (GCCR)…………………...3
3.
Art History/Visual Culture
At least 6 hours of art history, visual studies, film history or
theory at or above the 300 level from approved list.……..6

Program Guided Electives16 (Guided electives for all students in the program.)
Does the program include any guided electives? (If “Yes,” indicate and proceed
to question 7l. If “No,” indicate and proceed to 7n.)

7k*
7l*

Yes

No

Using the grid provided, list the guided electives below.

Prefix &
Number

A-S 305
A-S 300
A-S 320
A-S 321
A-S 340
A-S 341
A-S 345
A-S 346
A-S 347
A-S 348
A-S 385
A-S 480
A-S 520
A-S 521
A-S 540
A-S 541
A-S 546
A-S 580
A-S 581

Course Title
27 hours of art history & visual studies at 300-level or above (6 hrs
minimum in digital fields)
Studio Lighting
Digital Photography
Print Media: Screenprint
Print Media: Intaglio/Lithography
Introduction to Graphic Design
Graphic Design: Layout
Web Design
Digital Video
Multimedia (subtitle required)
Circuits & Bits: Introduction to Hardware and Software Topics in Art
Digital Methods in Photography
Professional Practices in Photography
Print Media: Topics (subtitle required)
Print Media: Contemporary Practices
Graphic Design: Publication Design
Graphic Design: Advanced Design
Intermedia Studio (subtitle required)
Photography Projects I
Photography Projects II

Credit
Hrs

Course Status17

27

No Change

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change

16

Program guided electives are available to all students in the program and are organized as groups of elective courses, from
which a student chooses one (or two, or three, etc.).
17
Use the drop-down list to indicate if the course is a new course (“new”), an existing course that will change (“change”), or if
the course is an existing course that will not change (“no change”).
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The DMD will use updated lists of courses outside major required to
fulfill outside concentration)

Select one....

6

Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Total Credit Hours as Guided Electives: 33
Is there any additional narrative about guided electives courses that should be
Yes
No
included in the Bulletin? If “Yes,” note below. (150 word limit)
A minimum of nine studio art courses at 300-level or above are required, of which at least six are digital
based (print media, digital photography, graphic design, video, web design, etc.).

7m

7n*
7o*

Program Free Electives18. (Free electives for all students in the program, which includes general elective
hours required by college and/or University (e.g. UK Core) for degree completion.)
Does the program include any free electives? (If “Yes,” indicate and proceed to
Yes
No
question 7o. If “No,” indicate and proceed to 7q.)
What is the total number of credit hours in free electives?

60

Provide a narrative, including course prefixes, about free electives courses that will be included in the
Bulletin. (150 word limit)
In addition to the 30 hours of UK Core courses, students are required to take 18 hours in related coursework
in an outside area of concentration, of which 12 hours must be from a single discipline or focus area (film
studies, WRD, Media Arts, etc.) and at the 300-level or above, as well as six hours of College of Fine Arts
courses taken outside the School of Art and Visual Studies, and six hours of free electives.

7p

7q*

Courses for a program’s track(s). (Click HERE for a template for additional tracks19.)
Does the program include any tracks? (If “Yes,” proceed to question 7r. If “No,”
Yes
indicate & proceed to 7s.)

No

18

Program free electives are available to all students in the program and the choice of which course(s) to take is up to the
student. The courses are not grouped and are sometimes described as “student must take three courses at the 400-level or
above.”
19
Append a PDF with each track’s courses to the end of this form.
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7r*

Track name: n/a

Prefix &
Number

Course Title
(Check the appropriate box to describe the course as either “a core
course for the track” or “an elective course for the track.”)

Credit
Hrs

Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Total Credit Hours Track:
Is there any narrative about courses for a track that should be included in the
Bulletin? If “Yes,” note below. (150 word limit)
n/a

7s

Total credit hours required by level.
100-level: 37
200-level: 12

7t

7u*

300-level: 45

400-level: 9

Course Status20

Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....
Select one....

Yes

No

500-level: 18

What are the total credit hours required for the degree? (e.g. 120, 126)
121
If an explanation about the total credit hours is necessary, use the space below. (150 word limit)

8. Degree Plan
Create a degree plan for the proposed program by listing in the table below the courses that a typical
8a [RS]
student would take each semester. If multiple tracks are available, click HERE for a template for additional
tracks. Append a PDF with each track’s semester-by-semester program of study to the end of this form.
YEAR 1 - FALL:
YEAR 1 - SPRING:
WRD 110; A-S 101; A-S
16 WRD 111; A-S 130; A-S

Use the drop-down list to indicate if the course is a new course (“new”), an existing course that will change (“change”), or if
the course is an existing course that will not change (“no change”).
20
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YEAR 2 - FALL :

YEAR 3 - FALL:

YEAR 4 - FALL:

8b

102; A-S 200; A-H 101;
Com 101
16 hours total
STA 210; AST 191; A-S
340; A-S 300; ANT 160
15 hours total
TA 150; ART 301; A-S
305; A-S 346; ENG 380
15 hours total
A-S 540; A-S 546; A-S
320; MAS 312; elective
15 hours total

YEAR 2 - SPRING:

YEAR 3 - SPRING:

YEAR 4 - SPRING:

285; MA 111; A-H 106; A-S
001
15 hours total
A-H 360; A-S 341; A-S 345;
ENG 280; TA 110
15 hours total
ENG 387; A-S 385; A-S 547;
A-S 585; elective
15 hours total
A-S 541; A-S 547; ENG 480G;
MAS 412; MAS 435
15 hours total

With reference to the degree plan above, explain how there is progression in rigor and complexity in the
courses that make up the program. (150 word limit)
This sample program concentrates on graphic design, video and film. Students could take a broader range of
digital studio courses than these or more narrowly organize their coursework so that, for example,
video/documentary/film are the primary studio/lecture courses in the degree. The courses increase in
technical sophistication from foundations to 300-level to 500-level coursework.

9. Approvals/Reviews
Information below does not supersede the requirement for individual letters of support from educational unit
administrators and verification of faculty support (typically takes the form of meeting minutes).
In addition to the information below, attach documentation of department and college approval. This typically takes the
form of meeting minutes but may also be an email from the unit head reporting department- and college-level votes.
Reviewing Group
Date
Contact Person Name/Phone/Email
Name
Approved
9a
(Within College)
SA/VS Faculty
2/6/15
Robert Jensen / 7-2336 / Robert.Jensen@uky.edu
CFA Curriculum
11/13/15
Tony Hardin / 7-9250 / tony.hardin@uky.edu
Committee
/
/
/
/
9b

(Collaborating and/or Affected Units)
Media Arts
Program
3/31/16
Coordinator
Chair, WRD
4/8/16
Chair, English
4/8/16

Thomas Lindlof / 7-4242 / lindlof@uky.edu
Jeffrey Rice /
/ j.rice@uky.edu
Jeffory Clymer / 7-2901 / jeff.clymer@uky.edu
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
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/
9c

(Senate Academic Council)
Health Care Colleges Council (if
applicable)
Undergraduate Council

NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM

/

Date
Approved

4/5/16

Contact Person Name

Joanie Ett
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SECTION B – INFORMATION REQUIRED BY CPE AND SACS
10. Program Overview – Program Quality and Student Success
Highlight any distinctive qualities of the proposed program. Are any faculty nationally or internationally
10a [C]
recognized for expertise in this field? Does this program build on the expertise of an existing locally,
nationally, or internationally recognized program at UK? (300 word limit)
The DMD B.S. degree will bring U.K up to the degree offering standards available to most students enrolled
in similar studio art programs in other Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) states. But its integrative
approach to digital media most closely resembles only those degree programs offered by comparable
flagship, research I universities, such as the University of Florida, the University of George, and the
University of Texas. And even these institutions do not possess a degree program that weaves so closely
together graphic design, video, web design, photography, 3-D fabrication and print media. And we took the
unique step of shaping the degree as a bachelor of science degree, emphasizing not only the applied nature of
the program but also the number of studios required by students, more than a B.A. in studio art and only
slightly less than a B.F.A.
We currently have 13 faculty whose creative research occurs in and through digital-based platforms. Our
faculty includes many artists with national and international reputations and exhibition records. We
anticipate the School of Art and Visual Studies Building will further connect the pedagogical and research
interests of the digital faculty, since for the first time in SA/VS’ history they will be working and teaching in
close proximity to each other. We expect our new studios to foster unprecedented levels of collaboration
among faculty and between faculty and students
.

10b* [C]

(similar to 2b) What are the intended student learning outcomes (SLOs) of the proposed program? Address
one or more of the five areas of learning – broad, integrative knowledge; specialized knowledge; intellectual
skills; applied learning; and civic learning. (300 word limit)
The School of Art and Visual Studies is accredited by the National Association of Schools of Art and Design
(NASAD). In proposing the B.S. degree in Digital Media and Design we are following the national standards
set by NASAD:
1. Knowledge of the concepts related to the visual, spatial, sound, motion, interactive, and temporal
elements/features of digital technology and principles for their use in the creation and application of digital
media-based work.
2. Understanding of narrative and other information/language structures for organizing content in timebased or interactive media; the ability to organize and represent content structures in ways that are
responsive to technological, social, and cultural systems.
3. Understanding of the characteristics and capabilities of various technologies (hardware and software);
their appropriateness for particular expressive, functional, and strategic applications; their positions within
larger contexts and systems; and their influences on individuals and society.
4. Knowledge of the processes for the development and coordination of digital-based art and design
strategies (for example, storyboarding, concept mapping, and the use of scenarios and personas.)
5. Ability to analyze and synthesize relevant aspects of human interaction in various contexts (physical,
cognitive, cultural, social, political, and economic) and with respect to technologically-mediated
communication, objects, and environments.
6. Knowledge of history, theory, and criticism with respect to such areas as film, video, technology, and
digital art and design.
7. Ability to work in teams and to organize collaborations among people from different disciplines.
8. Ability to use the above competencies in the creation and development of professional quality digital media
productions.

10c [C]

Clearly state the student admission, retention, and completion standards designed to encourage high
quality. (300 words)
As the state’s flagship and land grant university we have an obligation, as far as possible, to admit any
student who is academically qualified to attend U.K. into our major. Initially, we should be able to admit any
NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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student into the degree program who wishes to major in digital media and design. Once we reach near
capacity, around 200 majors, we will have to begin restricting admissions through a combination of grade
point average and portfolio review (we have not developed the precise metrics yet). We initially will be able
to provide scholarships to students who maintain a 3.0 g.p.a. or better, but we expect with rising numbers of
majors we will have to raise the g.p.a.s for scholarship support. We hope that by financially helping to
support the better students in the program we will be acting to raise retention and completion rates in SA/VS
overall. We will be measuring the quality and value of the new degree by 1) the number of majors enrolled
(we expect 100 majors by the end of the second year) and by the graduation percentage rate (we set the lowend at 80%). We will be constantly monitoring retention rates from 1st to 2nd fall and from 2nd to 3rd fall,
to make sure that students are progressing through the degree (we set minimum retention rate at 85% for 1st
to 2nd fall and 80% for 2nd to 3rd fall—we hope to do significantly better). While we believe that the new
B.S. degree in Digital Media and Design will be very popular with current and prospective students, we will
not allow the program to grow beyond the ability of our current faculty and facilities to manage. If we
cannot find additional recurring dollars to support expansion of the degree once we have reached capacity,
we will begin to limit enrollment through higher admission requirements, etc. While it is our goal to let any
prospective student major in the new degree, we will take a realistic approach to expansion and be careful
not to outgrow our resources.

10d [C]

10e [C]

Describe how the proposed program will articulate with related programs in the state. Include the extent to
which student transfer has been explored and coordinated with other institutions. Note: Convert all draft
articulation agreements related to this proposed program to PDF and append to the end of this form. (300
word limit)
Currently, there are no exact equivalents to the B.S. degree in digital media and design in the
Commonwealth. However, in Kentucky, Murray State offers a full range of graphic design courses as an
area of concentration within their studio program, but no separate degree. NKU offers a Visual
Communication Design degree, which formerly was a graphic design degree. EKU offers a BFA in Graphic
Design. WKU offers a graphic design track within their BA and BFA degrees. Finally the University of
Louisville has a BFA in Communication and Design. Our degree is more expansive than any of these in that
it includes digital fabrication, video, animation, sound, and photography within the major. Nonetheless any
student who begins a degree in studio at any community college or four-year institution should be able to
transfer into the U.K. SA/VS B.S. degree program with only a minimum of extra coursework at the studio
foundation level. Thus no degree agreements have been deemed necessary.
Identify the applicant pool and how applicants will be reached. (300 word limit)
Currently, the University has nearly 113 students who have declared for the minor in Digital Media and
Design and another 24 minoring in photography. It is expected that a large majority of these students will
declare a Digital Media and Design major once they are able to do so. Extensive outreach will be employed
to inform other students of the Digital Media and Design major using mailings, social media, and our
extensive network of high school art teachers throughout the state. We will be sending out posters to
Kentucky high school art faculty and to art faculty in the Commonwealth. We will also announce the new
degree to the studio art program faculty in the state’s colleges and universities.

11. Mission: Centrality to the Institution’s Mission and Consistency with State’s Goals
(similar to question 2b) List the objectives of the proposed program? These objectives should deal with the
11a* [C]
specific institutional and societal needs that the program will address. (300 word limit)
The DMD’s primary goal is to improve the quality and variety of educational experiences for our
undergraduates.Our objective is to: 1.) To prepare students for successful careers in digital media and
design; 2.) To foster creativity and collaborative undergraduate research; 3.) To develop graduates who are
able to apply theoretical understanding to real-world issues in connecting people, organizations, and
communities through digital technologies; 4.) To prepare students for leadership roles in a global
technological society.
11b*[C]

Explain how the program objectives above in item 11a support at least two aspects of UK’s institutional
mission and academic strategic plan? (150 word limit)
NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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We are committed to our mission, which primarily “is to link the study of art and visual culture to the broad
aims of the University’s undergraduate, liberal arts tradition by providing world-class instruction in the
history, theory, and practice of art.” To this basic mission we add opportunities for advanced study through
undergraduate professional programs such as the DMD B.S. degree. By pulling together the physical and
human resources now available to SA/VS and by integrating practices across multiple disciplines, students
will be encouraged to apply their hard-won skills in a variety of digital-based technologies to career
pathways consistent with the new economies of the digital age.
How do the program objectives above in item 11a support at least two aspects of the Council on
Postsecondary Education’s (CPE) Strategic Agenda and the statewide implementation plan? (300 word limit)
The new B.S. degree in Digital Media and Design conforms to at least three major areas of Kentucky’s
strategic agenda for postsecondary education as well as the forthcoming strategic plan for the University of
Kentucky. 1). We believe the program will positively impact student success by creating more motivated
students who see clear career paths available upon degree completion. Similarly we believe the program will
lead to higher graduation rates, for the same reason. 2). And because of the very nature of the B.S. degree’s
academic requirements, it will also inherently foster creative, and innovative, uses of technology. This lies at
the core of the new degree’s mission. In addition, within the School itself the new degree takes advantage of
faculty hires that have already been made and thereby makes more effective and directed use of their talents.
3). Finally, Kentucky needs the kind of highly educated workforce within the field of the digital arts that this
degree program will produce. Our graduates, first as interns and then in their post-graduate jobs will work
closely with industrial designers, with engineers, and with business leaders. Their collaborative and creative
talents will have a strongly positive impact on the quality of life and the economic vitality of the Kentucky
communities in which they live.

11c* [C]

11d* [C]

If an approval letter from an Education Professional Standards Board (EPSB) is required, check the box
below and append a PDF version of the letter to this form.
(E.g. any program leading to teacher, principal, or superintendent certification, rank change, etc.)

12. Resources
How will the program support or be supported by other programs within the institution? For example,
12a* [C]
shared faculty, shared courses, collaborative research, etc. (300 word limit)
The new B.S. degree is an extension of, rather than a substitution for, current curricula and practices in
SA/VS. As such, the program will offer undergraduates a greater variety of degree options without requiring
significant reshuffling of academic assignments or course offerings. The School will simply be able to give
greater coherence to the courses useful to students seeking digital-based skills.
What will be the projected “faculty-to-student in major” ratio? (150 word limit)
1/15

12b [C]

Describe the library resources available21 to support this program. Access to the qualitative and quantitative
library resources must be appropriate for the proposed program and should meet recognized standards for
study at a particular level or in a particular field where such standards are available. Adequacy of electronic
access, library facilities, and human resources to service the proposed program in terms of students and
faculty will be considered. (300 word limit)
Library resources for the new degree are the same that supports our other degree programs in SA/VS. The
Art collections in the Lucille Caudill Little Fine Arts Library comprise over 60,000 volumes of monographs.
There are approximately 140 serials subscriptions and another eight subscriptions for online databases that
specifically serve art studio and art history, such as ArtStor, Art Index, Artbibliographies Modern and
Bibliography of the History of Art.

12c [C]

12d [CR]
21

Describe the physical facilities and instructional equipment available to support this program. Physical

Please contact Institutional Effectiveness (institutionaleffectiveness@uky.edu) for more information.
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facilities and instructional equipment must be adequate to support a high-quality program. Address the
availability of classroom, laboratory, and office space, as well as any equipment needs. (300 word limit)
SA/VS has moved into a new facility (Fall 2015). Whereas before the building opened SA/VS operated three
computer labs in various locations on the UK campus, in the new building we have five such labs and will be
developing a computer inventory to outfit a sixth (for which we already have space). In addition, we have a
photography suite which includes the capacity to make large scale digital prints; we have a “FabLab”, a
three-dimensional fabrication studio with computer-based laser cutters, 3-d printers, C-and-C router,
vacuum former, and various light machinery; and we have a print shop set up to design and fabricate digital
prints. All digital faculty have appropriate office or studio space. Finally, we operate a media center where
students can check out film and digital cameras, lighting equipment, drawing pads, and similar digital
technology.
13. Demand and Unnecessary Duplication
Provide justification and evidence to support the need and demand for this proposed program. Include any
data on student demand, employer demand, career opportunities at any level, or any recent trends in the
discipline that necessitate a new program. (300 word limit)
• This evidence is typically in the form of surveys of potential students, enrollments in related
13a* [C]
programs at the institution, employer surveys, and current labor market analyses.
• Anecdotal evidence is insufficient. Demonstrate a systematic collection of data, thorough study of
the data, and a reasonably estimated student demand for the program.
• Provide evidence of student demand at state and national levels.
We surveyed the 73 public colleges and universities that are accredited both by SACS and by our national
accreditation body, NASAD. We determined that of these schools SA/VS has the 9th largest faculty on staff.
46 of the 73 studio art programs offer B.A. or B.F.A. degrees in some form of graphic design, visual
communication and/or digital media, as well as fine arts degrees. However, only the largest schools,
typically the respective states’ land grant and research institutions, offer programs comparable to what
SA/VS is proposing. The sheer number of programs offering separate graphic design degrees is a clear
reflection of student demand. In our experience prospective students and their parents typically ask first
about the availability of graphic design courses and degree before inquiring about any other aspect of what
SA/VS might offer students. SA/VS faculty have been strongly opposed to the idea of offering just another
graphic design degree. There are enough of these already. We surveyed students currently enrolled in our
digital-based courses (A-S 200, Introduction to Digital Art, Space and Time, A-S 280, Introduction to
Photographic Literacy, A-S 300, Digital Photography, and A-S 340, Graphic Design to see what students
were looking for that UK was currently not offering. 347 students responded, with 229 expressing interest in
a major in digital media and design and 338 percent agreeing with the statement that the skills provided by
digital-based courses are important to today’s job market. Keep in mind that only 31 students who
participated in the poll were majors or double majors in SA/VS, which is to say that 91% of the respondents
were only enrolled in these courses to fulfill their UK Core Creativity requirement. Student interest in such a
degree at UK parallels enrollments at other colleges and universities that offer either a graphic design B.A.
or B.F.A. or a digital arts degree. We contacted administrators of units across the Southern Athletic
conference and they all report that the greater proportion of their majors are in these majors compa
13b [C]

Clearly state the degree completion requirements for the proposed program. (150 word limit)
The B.S. degree shares a number of basic requirements with the B.A. and B.F.A. in studio art. Among them,
with some differences in emphasis are 19 hours of Foundations, including six guided electives in art history.
There are 27 hours of required studio courses at the 300 level or above plus nine hours in what we call our
“Career Pathway Core”, which consists of a projects capstone course, a professional practices course which
also serves as the degree’s graduation communication and composition requirement, mandated by the UK
Faculty Senate, and a credit bearing course for professional internships. Students also have at least six
credit hours of guided electives in art history and visual culture at the 300-level and above.
Total number of hours required for degree 121 Number of hours in degree program core 49
hours in guided electives 30
Number of hours in free electives 18
NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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13c*[C]

Will this program replace or enhance any existing program(s) or tracks (or
concentrations or specializations) within an existing program? (300 word
Yes
No
limit)
If “Yes,” explain: It offers students with interests in art a wider range of degree choices. We expect in fact
that students who might enter SA/VS as fine arts majors may transfer into the new degree or the converse
result.

13d [C]

Identify the primary feeders for the program. (150 word limit)
The Digital Media and Design major will attract students interested in pursuing careers in creative arts
related fields. This degree will enhance Kentucky’s workforce by producing creative, articulate, and
collaboration-minded individuals with multiple competencies in digital-based visual design and
communication fields that are in high demand in business and industry. As an applied arts degree, we expect
to attract students with a fine arts background, either in high school or at the college level. The degree
would offer a visual arts alternative to students who might otherwise seek degrees in the Colleges of
Communication, Arts and Sciences, Design, and even some students who might otherwise major in the
College of Engineering. However, our intention is not to draw students away from existing majors but rather
to provide a practical alternative for students who want an art degree but who are concerned that the degree
would lead to non-fine arts post-graduation employment opportunities. We believe that the primary feeders
for this

13e [C]

Describe the student recruitment and selection process. (300 word limit)
The Digital Media and Design major will be advertised to students via University media and a University
website that is linked to the School of Art and Visual Studies website. We will be sending out posters to
Kentucky high school art faculty and to art faculty in the Commonwealth. We will also announce the new
degree to the studio art program faculty in the state’s colleges and universities.
Initially, all students academically eligible to be at the University of Kentucky will be eligible to major in
Digital Media and Design. Students however must complete the Digital Foundations coursework before
enrolling in advanced coursework in the major. To declare the major, students will go to the Undergraduate
Studies offices to obtain the appropriate paperwork and turn this paperwork into the College of Fine Arts
office. Students will then be considered declared and will be assigned an advisor in the program.

13f* [C]

13g [C]

Specify any distinctive qualities of the proposed program. (300 word limit)
• Are any of your faculty nationally or internationally recognized for expertise in this field?
• Does this program build on the expertise of an existing locally, nationally or internationally recognized
program at your institution?
• Do you have any specialized research facilities or equipment that are uniquely suited to this program?
As noted above there are few comparable programs and these are only are the largest benchmark
universities. We have taken an integrative approach and have combined the areas of photography, graphic
design, web design, animation, video, print media and 3-d fabrication into a single degree program.
Provide any evidence of a projected net increase in total student enrollments to the campus as a result of
the proposed program. (300 word limit)
SA/VS is the beneficiary of a brand new $22 million dollar facility that ranks among the best facilities of its
kind in the United States. We possess an overall faculty that in size ranks among the top ten art schools in
the Southeastern U.S. Whereas in our former facility we were a recruiting embarrassment to the University,
we are now, or should be, a recruiting highlight for UK. With six digital media labs, a Fablab, a full service
print media shop, a complete analogue/digital photography suite including a lighting studio, our students
will be able to undertake state-of-the-art creative research in multiple areas and in two and three
dimensions. Considering that our minor in digital media and design has only been active since Fall 2014,
the 113 minors we already have is a clear indicator of the pent-up student demand for what the new degree
will have to offer. It is hard to imagine how the new degree would not contribute to increasing the total
student enrollment at U.K.
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13h [C]

Use table below to estimate student demand for the first five years following implementation.
Majors (headcount)
Academic Year
# Degrees Conferred
Fall Semester
2016 - 2017
2
30
2017 - 2018
15
60
2018 - 2019
35
80
2019 - 2020
45
140
2020 - 2021
65
200
Clearly describe all evidence justifying a new program based on changes in the academic discipline or other
academic reasons. (300 word limit)
Recent studies by cultural economists such as John Howkins, Douglas DeNatale, Gregory Wassall, Richard
Fields and many others have not the importance of creativity in contemporary economies. While there are
innumerable graphic design degree programs around the country, there is a shortage of programs that are
tailored to the creative professionals who give the designers their charge. Similarly, increasingly design
demands cross traditional disciplinary boundaries, and includes everything from expertise in programming,
web design, layout, photography and so on. The new generation of designers needs to be versed in all aspects
of visual production because increasingly they are called upon to work in all digital media. The new B.S.
degree services precisely this need for both creative and diversely equipped employees.

13i [C]

13j *[C]

Has the Council on Postsecondary Education identified similar programs?

Yes

No

(Please contact Institutional Effectiveness (institutionaleffectiveness@uky.edu) for help with this question.).

If “Yes,” the following questions (5h1 – 5h5) must be answered.
(1)

Does the program differ from existing programs in terms of curriculum, focus,
Yes
No
objectives, etc.? (150 word limit)
If “Yes,” explain: Currently, there are no exact equivalents to the B.S. degree in digital media and design in
the Commonwealth. However, in Kentucky, Murray State offers a full range of graphic design courses as an
area of concentration within their studio program, but no separate degree. NKU offers a Visual
Communication Design degree, which formerly was a graphic design degree. EKU offers a BFA in Graphic
Design. WKU offers a graphic design track within their BA and BFA degrees. Finally the University of
Louisville has a BFA in Communication and Design. Our degree is more expansive than any of these in that
it includes digital fabrication, video, animation, sound, and photography within the major.

Does the proposed program serve a different student population (e.g.,
(2) students in a different geographic area or nontraditional students) from
existing programs? (150 word limit)
If “Yes,” explain: n/a

Yes

No

(3) Is access to existing programs limited? (150 word limit)
If “Yes,” explain: n/a

Yes

No

(4) Is there excess demand for existing programs? (150 word limit)
If “Yes,” explain: n/a

Yes

No

(5)

13k* [C]

Will there be collaboration between the proposed program and existing
Yes
No
programs? (150 word limit)
If “yes,” explain the collaborative arrangements with existing programs. If “no,” explain why there is no
collaboration with existing programs.
n/a
Are there similar programs in other Southern Regional Education Board
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(SREB) states in the nation?
If “Yes,” please answer the questions below to demonstrate why this proposed program is needed in
addition to the one(s) currently in existence.
13k. i* Identify similar programs in other SREC states and in the nation.
Several state flagship universities in SREB states offer programs resembling the U.K. degree. The
University of Florida offers a B.F.A. degree in Art with an emphasis in what they term the Art +
Technology program, which consists of such things as “digital imaging, computer programming, web
design, digital video, animation, interactivity, gaming, installation, simulation, information visualization
and special topics in emerging technologies and art forms.” The University of Texas offers a B.F.A.
degree in design, which includes “graphic design, product/industrial design, film/animation, and
architecture, creating hybrid environments and artifacts.” The University of Georgia has a program they
call Art X, consisting “of time-based forms, digital video, computer and web-based art, digital
photography, robotics, sound, performance, durational installation and computer-operated fabrication.”
13k.ii*

Does the program differ from existing programs in terms of curriculum,
Yes
No
focus, objectives, etc.?
If “Yes,” explain. (300 word limit)
Each one of these programs, including our own, have different emphases and include or exclude
different areas. Ours is probably the most unusual in the respect that it combines photography, print
media and digital media in the most integrated way. However, if the program expands, we would want
to expand our offerings in areas like animation and gaming, industrial deisgn and information
visualizaiton.

Does the proposed program serve a different student population (e.g.,
13k.iii* students in a different geographic area and non-traditional students) from
existing programs?
If “Yes,” explain. (300 word limit)
n/a
13k.iv* Is access to existing programs limited?
If “Yes,” explain. (300 word limit)
n/a

Yes

No

Yes

No

13k.v* Is there excess demand for existing similar programs?
Yes
No
If “Yes,” explain. (300 word limit)
There is an excess demand in the sense that this degree is in high demand by prospective as well as ongoing undergraduates who wish to attend or to remain at the University of Kentucky.
13k.vi*

Will there be collaboration between the proposed program and existing
programs?
If “No,” explain. (300 word limit)
n/a

Yes

No

Yes

No

13l [C]

Would your institution like to make this program available through the
Academic Common Market22?

13m [C]

Clearly describe evidence of employer demand. Such evidence may include employer surveys, current labor
market analyses, and future human resources projections. Where appropriate, evidence should
demonstrate employers’ preferences for graduates of the proposed program over persons having

22

Please contact Institutional Effectiveness (institutionaleffectiveness@uky.edu) for more information.
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alternative existing credentials and employers’ willingness to pay higher salaries to graduates of the
proposed program. (300 word limit)
Graduates of the proposed B.S. degree in Digital Media and Design will be qualified for multiple related
fields, as art directors, graphic designers, multimedia artists and animators, web developers, photographers,
film and video editors, and commercial and industrial designers. Beginning with art directors, the U.S.
Department of Labor, using 2012 statistics, cited 74,800 jobs nationally with a median salary of $80,080,
and with an expected growth of 3%. In Kentucky the forecast is for a 10% growth in this area by 2022.
Qualifications for art directors include training as graphic designers, illustrators, copy editors, and
photographers (all of which will be addressed in the new degree). In the field of graphic design nationally in
2012 there were 259,500 jobs with a median salary of $44,150. The U.S. government projects a 7% growth
in the field, but in Kentucky, a 14% growth has been projected. There were 68,000 jobs for multimedia
artists and animators in 2012 with a median salary of $61,370. The Department of Labor expects a 6%
growth in this field; in Kentucky a 13% growth has been projected. The Department of Labor expects a 20%
growth in demand for web developers. In 2012 there were 141,400 jobs nationally with a median salary of
$62,500. For students seeking jobs as photographers there were 136,300 jobs nationally in 2012 with a
median salary of $28,490, and with an expected growth rate of 4%. A 11% growth in positions for film and
video editors has been projected and a 16% growth in jobs for commercial and industrial designers by 2022.
Some of our graduates will even acquire the skills necessary to be software developers, a booming business
in which there were 1,018,000 jobs nationally in 2012 with a median salary of $93,350. Both in Kentucky
and nationally a growth of about 21% is expected in this field.
In short, all these fields can expect at least moderate growth in available positions. Most job fields offer
better than the state average in median salaries. These fields are vital components of the commercial sector
of the state’s economy.
Describe the types of jobs available for graduates, average wages for these jobs, and the number of
anticipated openings for each type of jobs at the regional, state, and national levels.
See answer 13m.

13n*[C]

14. Assessment and Oversight
Describe program evaluation procedures for the proposed program. These procedures may include
evaluation of courses and faculty by students, administrators, and departmental personnel as appropriate.
14a* [C]
Program review procedures shall include standards and guidelines for the assessment of student outcomes
implied by the program objectives and consistent with the institutional mission. (300 word limit)
See attached assessment documents.
14b* [C]

Identify both the direct and indirect methods by which the intended student learning outcomes (SLOs) will
be assessed. Please note that the assessment is at the program level, not the course level. (300 word limit)
See attached assessment documents.

14c Procedures for Course Mapping of SLOs (related to question 5b)
14c.i [C] Which components will be evaluated, i.e. course mapping? (300 word limit)
See Attached Assessment Course Map.
14c.ii [C] When will components be evaluated? (150 word limit)
See Attached Assessment Course Map.
14c.iii [C] When will the data be collected? (150 word limit)
See the attached DMD assessment plan.
14c.iv [C] How will the data be collected? (150 word limit)
See the attached DMD assessment plan.
NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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14c.v [C] What will be the benchmarks and/or targets to be achieved? (150 word limit)
See the attached DMD assessment plan.
14c.vi [C] What individuals or groups will be responsible for data collection? (150 word limit)
See the attached DMD assessment plan.
14c.vii [C] How will the data and findings be shared with faculty? (150 word limit)
See the attached DMD assessment plan.
14c.viii [C] How will the data be used for making programmatic improvements? (150 word limit)
See the attached DMD assessment plan.
14c.ix [C] What are the measures of teaching effectiveness? (150 word limit)
See the attached DMD assessment plan.
14c.x [C] What efforts to improve teaching effectiveness will be pursued based on these measures? (150 word limit)
See the attached DMD assessment plan.
14c.xi [C] What are the plans to evaluate students’ post-graduate success? (150 word limit)
See the attached DMD assessment plan.
15. Cost and Funding of the Proposed Program23
15a* [C]
Will this program require additional resources?
Yes
No
If “Yes,” please provide a brief summary of additional resources that will be needed to implement this
program over the next five years. (300 word limit)
n/a
15b [C]

15c [C]

Will this program impact existing programs and/or organizational units within
your institution? (300 word limit)
If “Yes, briefly describe.
n/a

Yes

No

Provide adequate documentation to demonstrate sufficient return on investment to the state to offset new
costs and justify approval for the proposed program. (300 word limit)
Since there are no new costs, the state gets the advantage of a job-creating degree without any investment.
Should the program be as successful as we hope we would ask, but not expect, at least one new faculty line.

16. Course Descriptions [C]
16a
Program Core Courses (includes pre-major and pre-professional courses)
Prefix &
Course Description (from the Bulletin or the most recent new/change course form)
Number
Creativity Practices in Art Studio. This seminar course for incoming Art Studio and Art Education majors is
designed to develop creative strategies and orient students to the Department and University. Through
discussion, in-class exercises, and out-of-class assignments, students will gain knowledge of arts- related
A-S 101
resources and programming at UK and in the local community. Students will acquire skills for a sustained
career in the visual arts, including an introduction to professional practices and portfolio development. Art
Studio and Art Education Majors only; no prerequisites
23

For questions about cost and funding of the program, please contact your department chair, business officer, or associate
dean for academic affairs.
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A-S 001

A-S 102

A-S 130

A-S 200

A-S 285

A-H 101

16b
Prefix &
Number

samples

A-H 350

A-H 360

Foundation Exhibition. An annual exhibition where all first-year Foundation students will select and
exhibit one of their works created in a course at UK during their first year. Students will be required to
select their own work, present it professionally, and provide an accompanying artist’s statement. The
exhibition will occur each spring semester. Grade: P or F. Prereq or concur: A-S 101, A-S 102 and A-S 130.
Two-Dimensional Surface. A broad, cross-disciplinary studio course exploring design elements and
principles as the basic means of organizing two-dimensional space. Each student develops the ability to
form strategies, concepts and ideas to enhance creativity and articulate personal expression.
Three-Dimensional Form. A broad, cross-disciplinary studio course exploring the visual language of
drawing through observation. Students learn the mechanisms of visual perception, how individual
components of a drawing relate to the organization of the composition as a whole. Each student develops
not only observational skills rooted in traditional drawing media for realistic renderings, but also gradually
builds strategies, concepts, and ideas for abstract expression
Introduction to Digital Art, Space and Time. This course provides fundamental instruction in digital media
as a creative tool. Students will learn the basics of digital collage, video editing and sound design. An
overview of historical and contemporary digital art practice will be presented as well as elements of designs
and composition. Four studio hours and one 50-minute lecture per week.
Lens Arts. A-S 285 is an introductory course in digital image making that focuses on the still and moving
image as an art practice. Students will learn the fundamentals of camera operation and still and moving
image editing software in order to build an individualized portfolio. Students will be introduced to
contemporary lens arts practice through research and assignments.
Introduction to Visual Studies (recommended--additional visual studies or art history courses from
approved list). The course introduces students to the concepts and techniques of visual literacy. It explores
a full spectrum of man-made visual forms encountered by contemporary Americans from architecture and
works of art to graphic novels, advertisements, television programs and films, photos and the Internet.

Program Guided Electives Courses (for the major)
Course Description (from the Bulletin or the most recent new/change course form)
Required Outside Concentration:
In addition to the major requirements, each student with the approval of his or her academic advisor will
select a minimum of 18 credits in related course work in an outside area of concentration, of which 12 hours
must be from a single discipline or focused area, such as film studies, WRD, Media Arts, Business, etc. and
at the 300 level or above.
Note: It is recommended that students pursuing a B.S. degree in Digital Media and Design enroll in at least
one 3-credit internship under one of the following course numbers: A-H 399, A-S 399, EXP 396, and EXP
397. These extra Career Pathway Core courses may be substituted for an equal number of credits to be
taken in the area of outside concentration.
The DMD will use updated lists of courses outside major required to fulfill outside concentration.
Contemporary Art. Through lectures, readings, discussions, and research, this course examines major
issues raised in art and art criticism since 1965. Particular attention is given to the impact of social,
intellectual, and technological developments upon art making and concepts of art ad the artist. Prereq. A-H
106 recommended
Visual Culture of Politics. The course examines specific instances of visual political discourse across a
range of historic periods, cultural contexts, politial positions, and media. Although a significant portion of
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the historic part of the course focuses on works of art and architecture, the course also examines popular
print culture and political use of mass media from film to television and Internet. Some of the themes
covered in the course are: symbols and symbolism of political power, imagery of specific political values,
emotional appeal, political propaganda, politics of gender and race, and visual strategies of political
opposition and resistance.

16c
Prefix &
Number

Program Free Electives Courses
Course Description (from the Bulletin or the most recent new/change course form)
Students must complete six hours of free electives.

Courses for a Track. (If multiple tracks are available, click HERE for a template for additional tracks. Append
a PDF to the end of this form with each track’s courses and descriptions.

16d
Prefix &
Number
n/a

Course Type

Course Description (from the Bulletin or the most recent new/change course form)

Track Core
n/a
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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Track Core
Track Elective
Track Core
Track Elective
17.* Budget Funding Sources, by Year of Program (Please answer in terms of dollar amounts.) [C]
(Please note – all the fields in number 16 are required for the CPE’s pre-proposal form.)
Total Resources Available from
Federal Sources (Federal sources
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
4th Year
include grants, earmarks, etc.)
New
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Existing
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Narrative/Explanation:
Total Resources Available from
Other Non-State Sources (Nonstate sources include
philanthropies, foundations,
individual donors, etc.)
1st Year
New
Existing

2nd Year
100,000

3rd Year
150,000

4th Year
150,000

5th Year
n/a
n/a

5th Year
200,000

SA/VS is engaged in a vigorous development effort, which we hope will lead to
significant recurring dollars to help support the new B.S. degree, its students, as
Narrative/Explanation:
well as the current degree programs. These figures are therefore tentative rather
than fixed.
`
State Resources (State sources
include general fund revenue,
grants, pass-thru funds, etc.)
New
Existing

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

70,000
70,000
70,000
1,125,434
1,159,197
1,193,972
1,229,791
1,266,685
State resources that would fund the new B.S. degree have already been committed in
terms of full-time faculty salaries (totals listed). A possible new line would increase
Narrative/Explanation: the State’s commitment. Such a line is predicated on state budgets and student
demand. Increase state resources are based upon 3% across-the-board increases
each year.

Internal (The source and process
of allocation and reallocation
should be detailed, including an
analysis of the impact of the
reduction on existing programs
and/or organization units.)
(New) Allocated Resources

1st Year
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2nd Year

110,000

3rd Year

115,000

4th Year

5th Year

120,000
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(Existing) Reallocated Resources

291,933
65,000
66,950
68,950
71,000
Besides the UK commitment to the Bolivar facility (about $22,500,000), which will
house six digital media labs, a “FabLab” for three-dimensional digital fabrication,
a print media studio, a photography suite, and other related studios, fixtures and
equipment, SA/VS uses student fees to provide at discount rates student course
materials, such as printing, software licenses, student workers to supervise
Narrative/Explanation:
equipment use, and so on. These fees are listed in year one as existing allocations
and then projected on student growth for the 2nd through the 5th year at about
$5,000 in additional fee revenue per year corresponding to anticipated student
growth in the major, while maintaining current non-major enrollment in SA/VS UK
Core creativity courses.

Student Tuition (Describe the
impact of this program on
1st Year
enrollment, tuition, and fees.)
New
132228
Existing
Narrative/Explanation: 0
Total Funding Sources
Total New
Total Existing
Total Funding Sources

1st Year
232228
1217367

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

198,342

330,570

495855

495855

2nd Year
408342
1224197

3rd Year
665570
1260922

4th Year
835855
1298741

5th Year
890855
1337685

18. Breakdown of Program Expenses/Requirements4 [C]
(Please note – all the fields in number 17 are required for the CPE’s pre-proposal form.)
Staff: Executive, Administrative &
Managerial (Include salaries and
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
4th Year
5th Year
whether new hires will be part
time or full time.)
New
Existing
197739
201739
205739
209739
214739
We believe we can manage the new degree program without additional
Narrative/Explanation:
administrative and managerial staff..
Other Professional (Include
salaries.)

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

New
Existing
Narrative/Explanation:
Faculty (Include salaries and
whether new hires will be part
time or full time.)
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New
Existing

0
0
70,000
72,000
74,000
827,962
840,000
910,000
925,000
935,000
We are hoping that the success of the program in terms of the number of new majors
Narrative/Explanation: will lead to at least one new position. Other faculty dollars are based on faculty in
the digital area currently on staff.
Student Employees (Include
salaries and/or stipends.)

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

New
Existing

9,749
10,200
11,000
11,300
11,700
We budget for student employees through related course fees. Growth in costs will
Narrative
be tied to inflation and increase in majors. But these should be modest increases
Explanation/Justification:
over time.
Equipment and Instructional
Materials

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

New
Existing

354,933
65,000
66,950
68,950
71,000
U.K. resources that would fund the B.S. degree’s acquisition of equipment and
instructional materials have already largely been committed as part of the budget to
Narrative outfit the new School of Art and Visual Studies Building. Subsequent investments in
Explanation/Justification: equipment and instructional materials will be derived from existing course fees.
Growth in fee revenue through enrollment increases is targeted at about 3% per
year.
Library (Include new journal
subscriptions, collections, and
1st Year
electronic access.)
New
Existing
Narrative
n/a
Explanation/Justification:
Contractual Services

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

1st Year

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

New
Existing
Narrative
n/a
Explanation/Justification:
Academic and/or Student
Services

New
Existing
52,000
53,040
54,648
55,700
56.814
Narrative U.K. resources that fund professional advisors in the College of Fine Arts should be
Explanation/Justification: adequate to manage advising services. Salary increases for the existing advisor,
NEW UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM
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including benefits, has been pegged at 2% annually.
1st Year

Other Support Services

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

New
Existing
Narrative
n/a
Explanation/Justification:
Faculty Development (Include
travel, conference fees,
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
4th Year
5th Year
consultants, etc.)
New
Existing
Narrative We currently do not have funds supporting faculty development. All such efforts (and
Explanation/Justification: funding) come either out of the College of Fine Arts’ or the Provost’s Office.
Assessment (Include personnel,
software tools, data collection
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
4th Year
5th Year
tools, survey administration,
outside consulting services, etc.)
New
Existing
Narrative We do not have budget support for our assessment efforts. They are part of the
Explanation/Justification: regular duties of administrative staff and faculty.
1st Year

Other

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

New
Existing
NOTE: We expect to cover all costs for this program with existing resources or
through our development efforts. If we fail to raise additional revenues to fund an
Narrative expanding degree program, and if there are no university recurring dollars to
Explanation/Justification: support these growing enrollments, we will place an enrollment cap on the degree,
ensuring that our existing resources are adequate to meet expenses for the new
major.
Total Program Budgeted
Expenses/Requirements

1st Year

New
0
Existing
1,490,116
TOTAL Program Budgeted
$1,490,116
Expenses/Requirements:
GRAND TOTAL
Total Funding Sources
Total Expenses/Requirements

1st Year
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2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

0
$1,218,662

70000
$1,297,973

72000
$1,321,245

74000
$1,340,709

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year
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TOTAL NET COST24:

24

$159,479

$413,877

The net cost may reflect a revenue gain (“+”) or a revenue loss (“-“).
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$558,519

$741,351

$813,831
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19. Specific faculty involved in the degree program. [SACS]
(similar to question 4d) Fill out the SACS25-required faculty roster below, for full-time and part-time faculty teaching in the program. Abbreviations
for the NAME and COURSES TAUGHT columns are below the table. Please contact Institutional Effectiveness (institutionaleffectiveness@uky.edu) for help
with this question.

NAME

COURSES TAUGHT

ACADEMIC DEGREES AND
COURSEWORK

List name & Identify faculty
member as F or P.

Include term; course prefix,
number and title; & credit
hours. (D, UN, UT, G)

List relevant courses taught,
including institution and major.
List specific graduate
coursework, if needed

OTHER
QUALIFICATIONS
AND COMMENTS
Note qualifications
and comments as
they pertain to
course taught.

See Section A, 4d above.

F = full time
P= part time

25

D = developmental
UN = undergraduate nontransferable
UT = undergraduate transferable
G = graduate

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACS).
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NEW COURSES
Include course
prefix, number, and
title.

Digital	
  Curriculum	
  Map	
  
	
  
Total	
  Hours	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  121hours	
  
UK	
  Core	
  30	
  Hours	
  
Digital	
  Foundations	
  19	
  Hours	
  
Major	
  Hours	
  39	
  Hours	
  
Outside	
  Concentration	
  18	
  Hours	
  
Electives	
  9	
  Hours	
  
College	
  Electives	
  6	
  Hours	
  
	
  

1st	
  Year	
  
Fall	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

UK	
  Core	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
6	
  credits	
  
Digital	
  Foundations	
   	
  
6	
  credits	
  
Art	
  His	
  	
  (for	
  foundations)	
   3	
  credits	
  
A-‐S	
  101	
  
	
  
	
  
1	
  Credit	
  
Total	
  16	
  credits	
  
	
  

2nd	
  Year	
  
Fall	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

UK	
  Core	
  
	
  
	
  
6	
  credits	
  
Major	
  Requirements	
  	
  
6	
  credits	
  
Outside	
  Concentration	
  
3	
  credits	
  
	
  
	
  
Total	
  15	
  credits	
  

3rd	
  Year	
  
Fall	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

UK	
  Core	
  
	
  
	
  
3	
  credits	
  
Major	
  Requirements	
  	
  
6	
  credits	
  
College	
  Requirement	
  	
  
3	
  credits	
  
Outside	
  Concentration	
  
3	
  credits	
  
Total	
  15	
  credits	
  

4th	
  Year	
  
Fall	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

UK	
  Core	
  
	
  
	
  
3	
  credits	
  
Major	
  Requirements	
  	
  
6	
  credits	
  
Outside	
  Concentration	
  
3	
  credits	
  
Electives	
  
	
  
	
  
3	
  credits	
  
Total	
  15	
  credits	
  
	
  
	
  

Digital	
  Foundations	
  	
  	
  	
  19hours	
  
A-‐S	
  101	
  Creative	
  Practice	
  in	
  Art	
  Studio	
  
A-‐S	
  102	
  Two-‐Dimensional	
  Surface	
  
A-‐S	
  130	
  Drawing	
  
A-‐S	
  200	
  Digital	
  Art,	
  Space,	
  and	
  Time	
  
A-‐S	
  285	
  Lens	
  Arts	
  
Choose	
  any	
  two	
  Art	
  History	
  and	
  Visual	
  Studies	
  
courses	
  or	
  related	
  subjects	
  (advisor	
  approved)	
  
A-‐S	
  001	
  Foundational	
  Exhibition	
  
	
  
	
  
Spring	
  
	
  
UK	
  Core	
  
	
  
	
  
6	
  credits	
  
	
  
Digital	
  Foundations	
   	
  
6	
  credits	
  
Art	
  His	
  	
  (for	
  foundations)	
   3	
  credits	
  
Foundational	
  Exhibition	
   0	
  credits	
  
	
  
	
  
Total	
  15	
  credits	
  

	
  

Spring	
  
	
  
UK	
  Core	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Major	
  Requirements	
  	
  
	
  
Outside	
  Concentration	
  
	
  
College	
  Requirement	
  	
  
Total	
  15	
  credits	
  

3	
  credits	
  
6	
  credits	
  
3	
  credits	
  
3	
  credits	
  	
  

	
  

Spring	
  	
  
	
  
UK	
  Core	
  
	
  
	
  
3	
  credits	
  
	
  
Major	
  Requirements	
  	
  
6	
  credits	
  
	
  
Industry	
  Pathways	
  	
   	
  
3	
  credits	
  
	
  
Outside	
  Concentration	
  
3	
  credits	
  
Total	
  15	
  credits	
  
	
  
	
  
Spring	
  
	
  
Outside	
  Concentration	
  
3	
  credits	
  
	
  
Major	
  Requirements	
  	
  
3	
  credits	
  
Electives	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   6	
  credits	
  
	
  
Digital	
  Media	
  Projects	
  
3	
  credits	
  
Total	
  15	
  credits	
  
	
  
	
  

Total	
  Credits=121

Digital Media and Design – B.S.
Requirements for Bachelor of Science in Digital Media and
Design
The B.S program will allow for development of more intensive
digital media practice at a pre-professional level. This degree is
available to students who plan to undertake careers in practical
and commercial applications of digital design and creation and
use of digital imagery. Students seeking the Bachelor of
Science in Digital Media and Design must complete the
following:

Premajor Requirements
Progression Requirement
Students must have earned at least a letter grade of C in each of the
premajor foundation courses to progress from premajor to major
status.

College Requirements
Music, Theatre and/or Arts Administration............................. 6
plus 39 hours at 300-level or above

2.

Subtotal: College Required hours.......................................6
UK Core Requirements
See the UK Core section of the 2013-2014 Undergraduate
Bulletin for the complete UK Core requirements. The courses
listed below are (a) recommended by the college, or (b)
required courses that also fulfill UK Core areas. Students
should work closely with their advisor to complete the UK Core
requirements.
NOTE: Students majoring in Digital Media and Design may
use no more than three credit hours of courses meeting
Major Requirements to fulfill UK Core Requirements.

Digital Media and Design Foundations
Hours
1.
A-S 101 Creative Practices in Art Studio (taken first
semester).................................................................... 1
A-S 001 Portfolio Exhibition or Presentation………..……..0
A-S 102 Two-Dimensional Surface*………………………….

3
A-S 130 Drawing……………………………………………...3
A-S 200 Introduction to Digital Art, Space, and Time ........ 3
A-S 285 Lens Arts…………………………………….…….....3
* Note: for students interested In 3D sculpture and/or 3-dor fabrication, A-S
103 3 Dimensional Form will be required as well.

3. Choose two of the following):
Any Art History and Visual Studies course,
A-H 101 Intro to Visual studies – recommended …….…..3
and
one course from approved list............................................3
Subtotal: Premajor hours ............................................................ 19

I. Intellectual Inquiry in Arts and Creativity
Choose one course from approved list................................... 3
II. Intellectual Inquiry in the Humanities
Choose one course from approved list................................... 3
III. Intellectual Inquiry in the Social Sciences
COM 101 Introduction to Communications
or
Choose one course from approved list................................... 3
IV. Intellectual Inquiry in the Natural, Physical, and
Mathematical Sciences
Choose one course from approved list .................................. 3

Premajor Foundation Exhibition
Each first-year student in the Foundation Program must participate
in an annual exhibition to occur late each spring semester. Students
will submit one work of their own selection from the first year’s work
for the exhibition, present it professionally, and provide an
accompanying artist’s statement. Participation in this exhibition is
required and is tracked in *A-S 001, Foundation Exhibition.
*A-S 001 offered spring only. Transfer students should enroll in A-S
001 the first spring semester in which they are enrolled or with their
last foundations course.
Major Requirements

V. Composition and Communication I
CIS/WRD 110 Composition and Communication I ................. 3

1.Twenty four hours of advisor-approved plan of study art studio
courses at or above the 300 level. …………………………………..24

VI. Composition and Communication II
CIS/WRD 111 Composition and Communication II ................ 3

2. Career Pathway Core:

VII. Quantitative Foundations
Choose one course from approved list.................................... 3

A-S 547 Digital Media Projects
Capstone…………………………...…3
A-S 585 Professional Practice and Entrepreneurship………….…....3

VIII. Statistical Inferential Reasoning
Choose one course from approved list.................................... 3
IX. Community, Culture and Citizenship in the USA
A-H 360 Visual Culture of Politics - recommended
or
Choose one course from approved list.................................... 3

Note: a 3 credit internship, A-S 399, is recommended, but not
required; This extra Career Pathway Core class would reduce the
number of credits to be taken as a free elective.
3. History and Theory:
At least 9 hours of art history, visual studies, film history or theory at
or above the 300 level from approved list. ……………………………9

X. Global Dynamics
Choose one course from approved list.................................... 3
Subtotal: Major

UK Core
hours.......................................................................................30

hours:…………………………………………………………………….39

Students are required to complete a minimum of two semesters at
the University of Kentucky following admission into the B.S.
program.
Required Related Outside Concentration
To support the collaborative and interdisciplinary needs of
digital media major’s educational and employment goals, we
have added a related outside concentration to the degree
instead of a minor. Courses in several departments might be
selected such as Asian studies, Business Administration,
Gender and Women’s Studies, Media Arts or WRD to create a
well rounded and competitively and individually focused
concentration. Each student in consultation with his or her
academic advisor will select a minimum of 21 credit hours in
one theme and from at least two departments in course work as
an outside concentration, of which 12 hours must be above the
300 level, and 12 hours must come from a single discipline.
Subtotal: Required Outside Concentration…………….……….21
Electives
Students my take up to 6 hours of free electives.
Subtotal: Electives ........................................................................ 6

TOTAL HOURS: .......................................................................... 121

BS, Digital Media and Design (50.0102)
Senate Attachments

ATTACHMENT #1

School of Art & Visual Studies
236 Bolivar Street
Lexington, KY 40506-0090
859 257-2336
fax 859 257-3042
www.uky.edu

Thursday, March 31, 2016
MEMORANDUM
TO: University Senate
FROM: Dr. Rob Jensen, Director, School of Art and Visual Studies
I am pleased to put forward to the Faculty Senate for consideration our new
degree proposal, a Bachelor of Science degree in Digital Media and Design.
This degree has been three years in the making and is the product of many
faculty hands, innumerable meetings and discussions among the School, the
College, with other academic units and colleges. We are proud of what we have
produced and believe it will positively contribute to the educational and
research environment of the University of Kentucky.
When the proposal was passed by the Undergraduate Council on March 29,
the Council suggested that we take a few steps to ensure the consent of the
Senate.
It was pointed out that the degree’s capstone course sounded in the
description like an independent study course. We will put a minor course
change through the system to clarify this:
Current language:
A-S 547 ADVANCED DIGITAL PROJECTS. (3) An advanced course that allows
digital media students to propose and create large-scale, in-depth projects
such as short films, video installations, a complete animation, web-based
research projects, etc. that require time and focus to produce. Independently
driven projects will be developed in the classroom setting. 3 credit hours, may
be repeated up to 9 hours. Prereq: Consent of instructor.
Proposed language:
A-S 547 DIGITAL MEDIA PROJECTS CAPSTONE. (3) A culminating course that
allows digital media students to propose and create large-scale, in-depth
projects such as short films, video installations, a complete animation, a
photographic series, a 3D printing installation, a web-based research project,
etc. that require time and focus to produce. 3 credit hours. Prereq: Senior
Standing, B.S. Digital Media and Design Majors

We were asked to provide new wording for the University Bulletin that would
describe in the College of Fine Arts’ front material the new B.S. degree in
Digital Media and Design. We will be forwarding the new language for the
degree in the College of Fine Arts section of the Bulletin to the Registrar on
Friday, April 1 along with the proposed description of the new degree
program for inclusion in the Bulletin should the degree receive Senate and
Board of Trustees approvals.
In the Bulletin we address what is also a concern of the Undergraduate
Council, the nature of the Bachelor of Science degree. The precise wording
in the Bulletin will be: “The B.S. degree program in Digital Media and Design
offers students an intensive digital media curriculum at a pre-professional
level. This degree is available to students who plan to undertake careers in
practical and commercial applications of digital design and related
technologies involved in the creation and use of digital imagery.” The
rationale for this language and for the choice of the B.S. degree are as
follows:
1) We chose the Bachelor of Science designation first because we wanted to
make sure that the degree was perceived by students (and faculty) as an
applied arts rather than a fine arts or a liberal arts degree. Second the
degree acknowledges the fact that graduates will have engaged
significantly in digital technologies (programming, advanced software
modeling, and the like) that studio art students generally are not
expected to master Third, we expect graduates to find employment in
applied design fields, as graphic designers, photographers, web designers,
product designers, and so on, rather than as visual artists producing
works of art for the home, the gallery, and the museum.
2) The B.S. degree designation is also in accordance to the standards of our
accreditation body, National Schools of Art and Design (NASAD), which
permits the use of Bachelor of Science degrees exclusively to describe
professional degree programs in design. Accordingly, NASAD requires
that at least 65% of the course credit for such degrees be in the creation
and study of art and design.
3) The relatively high percentage of design-related coursework expected by
NASAD for the B.S. degree means that students completing the major will
have had to take more studios (and more studios in explicitly digital
design areas) than would B.A. students in studio art, if not quite as many
studio courses as students pursuing a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree with
the intent to enter an art-related field (although we expect many
graduates will have taken as many art studios as their BFA
contemporaries).
4) We are simultaneously seeking accreditation approval for the new B.S.
degree program from NASAD; we are confident that the new degree will
meet our national accreditation standards.
Respectfully submitted by Dr. Rob Jensen

ATTACHMENT #2
CFA	
  Curriculum	
  Meeting:	
  
Members	
  Present:	
  	
  	
  
Toni	
  Hardin	
  	
  -‐	
  chair	
  

Thearter	
  

Scott	
  Lee	
  Atchison	
  
Debra	
  Garrett	
  
Russell	
  Henderson	
  
Julie	
  Hobbs	
  	
  
Yuha	
  Jung	
   	
  
Andrew	
  Maske	
   	
  
David	
  Sogin	
  	
  
Lee	
  Paynter	
  	
  

Music	
  
Advising	
  Deans	
  Office	
  
Thearter	
  
Music	
  
Art	
  Administration	
  
Art	
  History	
  
Music	
  
Visual	
  Art	
  

Nov	
  13	
  ,	
  2015	
  

The	
  CFA	
  Curriculum	
  committee	
  took	
  up	
  the	
  Digital	
  Media	
  and	
  Design	
  
degree	
  submitted	
  from	
  the	
  School	
  of	
  Art	
  and	
  Visual	
  studies.	
  	
  After	
  some	
  
discussion	
  the	
  proposal	
  for	
  the	
  new	
  degree	
  program	
  was	
  passed	
  
unanimously.	
  
Respectfully	
  submitted,	
  
David	
  W.	
  Sogin,	
  Ph.D.	
  
Associate	
  Dean	
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Full Proposal - Mission: Centrrality to the Institution's Mission a
and Consisttency with S
State's Goa
als

1. List the objectives of the propo
osed program
m. These objjectives sho uld deal with
h the specific
c
institutio
onal and societal needs that this prog
gram will add
dress.
1. Me
eeting studentt demand while growing ou
ur majors
2. Atttracting and developing
d
a higher
h
quality cadre of stud
dents in our p
programs
3. Atttracting stude
ents regionally
y as well as within
w
the Com
mmonwealth
4. Fully utilizing the
e skills our fa
aculty has to offer
o
5. De
eveloping a prrogram design
ned for inter-c
college collab
boration
6. Furthering unde
ergraduate an
nd graduate re
esearch within
n designed co
ollaborative e
environments
7. Offfering studentts the best po
ossible training in the latest digital techn
nologies and rrelated appliccations
8. Fostering the crreativity of stu
udents in design-related fie
elds
gram relates
s to the instittutional miss
sion and aca
ademic strate
egic plan.
2. Explain how the prroposed prog
The D
Digital Media and Design B.S.
B Degree’s
s Alignment with
w UK’s Instittutional Missiion and Strate
egic Plan:
The D
DMD’s primarry goal is to im
mprove the qu
uality and varriety of educattional experie
ences for our undergradua
ates.
We a
are committed
d to our missio
on, which prim
marily “is to lin
nk the study o
of art and visu
ual culture to the broad aim
ms
of the
e University’s undergradua
ate, liberal arts
s tradition by providing wo
orld-class instrruction in the history, theorry,
and p
practice of artt.” To this bas
sic mission we
e add opportu
unities for advvanced study through unde
ergraduate
professional progrrams such as the DMD B.S
S. degree. By
y pulling togetther the phys ical and human resourcess
now a
available to SA/VS
S
and by integrating practices acros
ss multiple di sciplines, stu
udents will be encouraged tto
applyy their hard-won skills in a variety
v
of digiital-based tec
chnologies to career pathw
ways consistent with the ne
ew
econo
omies of the digital
d
age.
Anyone can maste
er the softwarre. Rhino, InD
Design, Illustrrator, Final Cu
ut Pro, and similar applicattions are toolss,
but th
he business world
w
and indu
ustry need gra
aduates able to apply such
h software to create innova
ative solutions to
comm
mon problems
s. These indiv
viduals are va
alued for their creativity, forr their knowle
edge of contem
mporary and
past vvisual culture, and for the skills
s
they are
e able to bring
g to any task. SA/VS is late
e to the game
e vis-à-vis
graph
hic design and
d media arts programs. Ye
et we see this
s as an advan
ntage; our pro
ogram leaps b
beyond the siloed
degre
ees such as graphic
g
design
n in favor of a significantly more integra
ated degree program incorp
porating
comp
puter-based and
a lens-base
ed creation, ex
xpressed thro
ough both two
o- and three-d
dimensional d
digital
techn
nologies.
Alignment with Sta
atewide Imple
ementation pla
an:
Adequately funded
d - short-term, SA/VS rolls out the B.S. degree in Dig
gital Media an
nd Design without any
additiional revenue
e, capitalizing on resources
s that have re
ecently been m
made availab
ble. Farther ou
ut, growth and
d
UK and State budg
gets will determine whethe
er we seek to add faculty a
and/or staff lin
nes or simply make
r
admisssions more restrictive.
dated assesssment
Accountable - SA//VS has been a campus lea
ader in implementing gove
ernment-mand
proce
edures. SA/VS
S has also ha
ad a long histo
ory of being fiiscally respon
nsible. The Co
ollege of Fine
e Arts has a n
new
Integrated Busines
ss Unit (IBU), which has le
ed to ever greater transparrency in budge
eting and adm
ministrative
accou
untability.
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3. Explain how the prroposed prog
gram addres
sses the state’s postseco
ondary education strateg
gic agenda.
The n
new B.S. degree in Digital Media and Design
D
conform
ms to at leastt three major a
areas of Kenttucky’s strate
egic
agenda for postse
econdary educ
cation as welll as the forthc
coming strateg
gic plan for th
he University of Kentucky. 1). We
believve the progra
am will positively impact stu
udent success
s by creating more motivated students who see clea
ar career
pathss available up
pon degree co
ompletion. Similarly we be
elieve the prog
gram will lead
d to higher gra
aduation rate
es, for the
herently
same
e reason. 2). And because of the very nature of the B.S. degree’ss academic re
equirements, it will also inh
foster creative, and innovative, uses of techn
nology. This lies at the co re of the new
w degree’s misssion. In addition,
within
n the School itself
i
the new
w degree takes
s advantage of
o faculty hire
es that have a
already been m
made and the
ereby
make
es more effective and direc
cted use of their talents. 3)). Finally, Ken
ntucky needss the kind of h
highly educate
ed
workfforce within th
he field of the
e digital arts th
hat this degre
ee program wiill produce. O
Our graduatess, first as interns and
then in their post-g
graduate jobs
s will work closely with indu
ustrial designe
ers, with engiineers, and w
with business leaders.
Theirr collaborative
e and creative
e talents will have
h
a strongly positive im pact on the q
quality of life a
and the econo
omic
vitalitty of the Kentucky commun
nities in which
h they live.
gram furtherrs the statew
wide impleme
entation plan
n.
4. Explain how the prroposed prog
dequately funded
A. Ad
The B
B.S. degree in
n Digital Media and Design
n has the adv
vantage of beccoming opera
ational withou
ut requiring an
ny
additional recurring dollars.
ccountability
y
B. Ac
The n
new degree will
w participate
e in the on-going assessme
ent process re
equired by bo
oth SA/VS’s a
assessment b
body, the
Natio
onal Association of Schools
s of Art and Design
D
(NASA
AD) and by th e university’ss assessment body SACSC
COC. We
intend
d to ensure th
hat our studen
nts attain the student learn
ning outcomess set out in th
he degree’s re
equirements.
C. Pe
erformance Metrics
M
and Targets
T
We w
will be measurring the qualitty and value of
o the new de
egree by 1) th e number of majors enrolled (we expecct 100
majors by the end of the second year) and by
b the graduation percenta
age rate (we sset the low-en
nd at 80%). W
We will be
consttantly monitorring retention rates from 1sts to 2nd fall an
nd from 2nd to
o 3rd fall, to ma
ake sure that students are
progrressing throug
gh the degree
e (we set minimum retentio
on rate at 85%
% for 1st to 2ndd fall and 80%
% for 2nd to 3rdd fall—we
hope to do signific
cantly better).
mplementatio
on Plan
D. Im
The S
SA/VS B.S. degree in digittal media and designed will be aligned w
with and meet the expecta
ations of the C
College of
Fine Arts’ strategic
c plan for 2015-2021.
Reporting and
d Benchmark
king
E. R
We h
hope to make such importa
ant data as retention and graduation
g
rattes for our deg
grees availab
ble on the Sch
hool’s
webssite. We also will be featurring the succe
esses of our graduates
g
on our website a
and through ssocial media.
F. In
ncentives
The leadership of the College of
o Fine Arts an
nd SA/VS are
e actively eng
gaged in deve
elopment. The goal is to acchieve
signifficant supportt for our progrrams through funding of sc
cholarships, fa
acilities, and faculty suppo
ort.
G. Ba
alancing Qua
ality and Qua
antity
While
e we believe that
t
the new B.S.
B degree in
n Digital Media and Design
n will be very popular with current and
e ability of ou
prosp
pective studen
nts, we will no
ot allow the program to gro
ow beyond the
ur current facu
ulty and facilitties to
mana
age. If we cannot find additional recurring dollars to support expa
ansion of the d
degree once w
we have reacched
capaccity, we will begin
b
to limit enrollment
e
thrrough higher admission
a
req
quirements, e
etc. While it iss our goal to let any
prosp
pective studen
nt major in the new degree
e, we will take
e a realistic ap
pproach to exxpansion and be careful no
ot to
outgrrow our resou
urces.
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Full Proposal - Qua
ality: Progra
am Quality and
a
Studen
nt Success

1. List all student lea
arning outcom
mes of the program.
School of Art and Visual Sttudies is accrredited by the National Asssociation of Schools of Art and Design ((NASAD). In
The S
propo
osing the B.S. degree in Digital Media and
a Design we
e are followin
ng the nationa
al standards sset by NASAD
D:
1.
dge of the con
ncepts related
d to the visua
al, spatial, sou
und, motion, interactive, an
nd temporal
Knowled
elem
ments/features of digital tec
chnology and
d principles for their use in the creation a
and applicatio
on of digital m
media-based
workk.
Understtanding of narrrative and other informatio
2.
on/language sstructures forr organizing content in time
e-based or
interractive media
a; the ability to
o organize an
nd represent content
c
structtures in ways that are resp
ponsive to technological,
sociial, and culturral systems.
3.
Understtanding of the
e characteristics and capab
bilities of vario
ous technolog
gies (hardwarre and softwa
are); their
appropriateness for particular expressive, functional,
f
and strategic ap
pplications; th
heir positions within larger contexts
and systems; and
d their influen
nces on individ
duals and soc
ciety.
4.
Knowled
dge of the pro
ocesses for th
he developme
ent and coord
dination of dig
gital-based artt and design
strattegies (for ex
xample, storyb
boarding, con
ncept mapping
g, and the use
e of scenarioss and personas.)
5.
Ability to
o analyze and
d synthesize relevant
r
aspe
ects of human
n interaction in
n various con
ntexts (physica
al, cognitive,
cultu
ural, social, political, and economic)
e
and
d with respec
ct to technolog
gically-mediatted communiccation, objectts, and
enviironments.
Knowled
6.
dge of history
y, theory, and criticism with
h respect to su
uch areas as film, video, te
echnology, an
nd
digittal art and design.
7.

Ability to
o work in team
ms and to org
ganize collabo
orations amon
ng people from
m different disciplines.

8.
Ability to
o use the abo
ove competen
ncies in the crreation and de
evelopment o
of professiona
al quality digita
al media
oductions.
pro
2. Explain how the cu
urriculum ac
chieves the program-leve
p
el student lea
arning outco
omes by desc
cribing the re
elationship
between the overall curriculum
c
or
o the major curricular
c
co
omponents a
and the progrram objectiv
ves.
See a
attached curriicular map (appendix #1) for
f the B.S. de
egree that ind
dicates the co
orrelation betw
ween the stud
dent
learning outcomes
s and the courses in which these outcom
mes are addre
essed.
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3. Highlig
ght any distinctive qualitties of this prroposed program.
The D
DMD B.S. deg
gree will bring
g U.K up to th
he degree offe
ering standard
ds available tto most students enrolled in similar
studio
o art program
ms in other Southern Regional Education
n Board (SRE
EB) states. Bu
ut its integrativve approach to digital
media
a most closely resembles only
o
those de
egree program
ms offered by comparable flagship, rese
earch I univerrsities, such as
a
the U
University of Florida,
F
the Un
niversity of Ge
eorge, and the University o
of Texas. And
d even these institutions do
o not possess
s
a deg
gree program that weaves so closely tog
gether graphic design, vide
eo, web desig
gn, photograp
phy, 3-D fabrication and
print media. And we
w took the unique step off shaping the degree as a b
bachelor of sccience degree, emphasizin
ng not only
the applied nature of the progra
am but also th
he number of studios requiired by studen
nts, more than a B.A. in studio art and
only sslightly less th
han a B.F.A.
We ccurrently have
e 13 faculty wh
hose creative
e research occ
curs in and th
hrough digital--based platforms. Our facu
ulty includes
anticipate the
manyy artists with national
n
and international reputations
r
an
nd exhibition records. We a
e School of Arrt and Visual
Studies Building will
w further con
nnect the peda
agogical and research inte
erests of the d
digital faculty,, since for the
e first time in
SA/VS’ history the
ey will be work
king and teaching in close proximity to e
each other. W
We expect ourr new studios to foster
unpre
ecedented lev
vels of collabo
oration among
g faculty and between facu
ulty and stude
ents.
We a
are always loo
oking to collab
borate with otther programs
s. We see ourr majors purs uing extensivve courseworkk at UK in the
e
Writin
ng, Rhetorical and Digital Media
M
program
m (WRD) in the College off Arts and Sciiences. There
e are also nattural
collab
borative possibilities with th
he College off Communicattion and the C
College of De
esign. We are currently purrsuing the
possiibility of offering a Ph.D. in 3-d virtual vis
sualization in partnership w
with UK Healtthcare’s depa
artment of Tho
oracic and
Cardiiovascular Ra
adiology. And as soon as the School of Art and Visua
al Studies Building opens iin the summe
er 2015 we will
be pa
artnering with the College of
o Agriculture’s Departmen
nt of Biosyste ms and Ag Engineering’s ttechnical systems
ents enrolled in the TSM p
mana
agement (TSM
M) degree pro
ogram. The cu
urrent plan is to have stude
program do th
heir first
required internship
p hours in SA
A/VS’s Fabworrks, the 3-d design studio, working with faculty and sstudents by prroviding
techn
nical support. We hope to place
p
SA/VS’s
s DMD majorrs in some TS
SM courses an
nd to have acccess to Ag E
Engineering’s
professional light manufacturing
m
g facilities.
As the DMD progrram matures we
w hope to ad
dd an integratted internship
p program, sim
milar to Ag’s T
TSM program
m to place
currently enrolled students
s
in jo
obs closely related to their degree intere
ests. We hope
e to create an
n environmentt where
stude
ents can make
e seamless trransitions from
m school to th
he workforce.
The D
DMD degree will
w serve a sttudent popula
ation seeking immediate jo
ob-related skillls rather than
n training specific to careerrs
as fin
ne artists. (Ho
owever we exp
pect many gra
aduates to go
o on to gradua
ate programss in fine arts w
with a digital b
basis.) We
currently have abo
out a 200-major capacity above those majors
m
we alre
eady serve. O
Our capacity iss directly related to the
numb
ber of instructtional staff ava
ailable. Future
e investments
s to enlarge t he program w
would have to
o be a College
e of Fine Arts
and U
UK decision. In
I the absenc
ce of faculty growth we wou
uld cap enrolllments at 200
0 students. In
nitially, the de
egree would be
b
open to any student regardless of backgroun
nd who wishe
es to pursue a career in dig
gital media an
nd design.
We a
are confident that
t
there is more
m
than suffficient deman
nd for this deg
gree. There iss certainly notthing comparrable to it at
UK and we have a faculty size and
a expertise
e that is unriva
aled in the Co
ommonwealth
h.
r
any existing
e
prog
gram(s) or sp
pecialization
ns within an e
existing prog
gram?
4. Will this program replace
YES
se specify.
Pleas
T
The new B.S. degree is an extension, ra
ather than a substitution
s
fo
or current currricula and pra
actices in SA/V
VS. As such,
tthe program will
w offer unde
ergraduates a greater varie
ety of degree options witho
out requiring ssignificant resshuffling of
a
academic ass
signments or course
c
offerin
ngs. The Sch
hool will simpl y be able to g
give greater ccoherence to tthe courses
u
useful to stude
ents seeking digital-based skills.
5. Include the projectted faculty/sttudent in ma
ajor ratio.

At full capacity (ap
pproximately 200 majors) the faculty/sttudent ratio w
would be 1/115.
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6. Is therre a specializ
zed accrediting agency re
elated to this
s program?
YES
se identify th
he agency.
Pleas
Natio
onal Schools of
o Art and Des
sign
Do yo
ou plan to se
eek accredita
ation?
Yes
se explain yo
our plans forr accreditatio
on.
Pleas
Upon
n approval by the University
y Senate and
d Board of Tru
ustees, we wi ll submit the n
new degree ffor accreditation by the
Natio
onal Schools of
o Art and Des
sign.
7. Attach
h SACS Facu
ulty Roster Fo
orm.
See a
attachment (appendix #3).
8. A. Des
scribe the lib
brary resourc
ces available
e to support this
t
program
m. You may a
attach any do
ocumentation
n provided to
o
SACS.
Library resources for the new degree are the
e same that supports our o
other degree p
programs in S
SA/VS. The A
Art
collecctions in the Lucille
L
Caudilll Little Fine Arts Library comprise over 6
60,000 volum
mes of monogrraphs. There
e are
appro
oximately 140
0 serials subscriptions and another eight subscription
ns for online d
databases tha
at specifically serve art
studio
o and art histo
ory, such as ArtStor,
A
Art In
ndex, Artbiblio
ographies Mo
odern and Bib
bliography of tthe History off Art.
B. De
escribe the physical
p
facillities and ins
structional eq
quipment av
vailable to su
upport this prrogram. Phy
ysical
facilities and insttructional equipment must be adequa
ate to suppo
ort a high qua
ality program
m. The propo
osal must
addre
ess the availlability of cla
assroom, lab
boratory, and
d office space
e as well as any equipme
ent needs.
d into a new fa
acility (Fall 20
015). Wherea
as before the building open
ned SA/VS op
perated three
e computer
SA/VS has moved
uilding we ha
ave five such llabs and will b
be developing
g a computer
labs iin various locations on the UK campus, in the new bu
ntory to outfit a sixth (for wh
hich we already have spac
ce). In additio
on, we have a photographyy suite which includes the
inven
capaccity to make large scale dig
gital prints; we
w have a “FabLab”, a three
e-dimensiona
al fabrication sstudio with co
omputerbased
d laser cutters
s, 3-d printers
s, C-and-C ro
outer, vacuum
m former, and various light machinery; a
and we have a print shop
set up
p to design an
nd fabricate digital
d
prints. All digital faculty have app
propriate officce or studio sp
pace. Finally, we operate
a med
dia center wh
here students can check ou
ut film and dig
gital camerass, lighting equipment, draw
wing pads, and
d similar
digita
al technology.
y state the ad
dmission, an
nd retention, and comple
etion standarrds designed
d to encourag
ge high quallity.
9. Clearly
As the
e state’s flags
ship and land grant univers
sity we have an
a obligation,, as far as posssible, to adm
mit any studen
nt who is
acade
emically qualified to attend
d U.K. into ourr major. Initia
ally, we should
d be able to a
admit any student into the degree
progra
am who wishes to major in
n digital media
a and design.. Once we re
each near cap
pacity, around
d 200 majors, we will
have to begin restrricting admiss
sions through a combinatio
on of grade po
oint average a
and portfolio review (we ha
ave not
cise metrics yet).
y
We initia
ally will be able to provide scholarships to students w
who maintain a 3.0
developed the prec
g.p.a.. or better, but we expect with
w rising num
mbers of majo
ors we will ha
ave to raise th
he g.p.a.s for scholarship ssupport.
We ho
ope that by fin
nancially help
ping to support the better students
s
in the
e program we
e will be acting to raise rete
ention
and ccompletion rattes in SA/VS overall.
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d
comp
pletion requirements for the program
m.
10. Clearrly state the degree
The B
B.S. degree shares
s
a numb
ber of basic re
equirements with the B.A. and B.F.A. in
n studio art. A
Among them, with some
differe
ences in emp
phasis are 19 hours of Foundations, including six gui ded electivess in art historyy. There are 2
27 hours of
required studio courses at the 300
3 level or above plus nin
ne hours in wh
hat we call ou
ur “Career Pa
athway Core”, which
consiists of a proje
ects capstone course, a pro
ofessional pra
actices course
e which also sserves as the
e degree’s gra
aduation
comm
munication an
nd composition requiremen
nt, mandated by the UK Fa
aculty Senate, and a creditt bearing courrse for
professional intern
nships. Stude
ents also have
e at least six credit
c
hours o
of guided elecctives in art history and vissual culture
e 300-level an
nd above.
at the
Program

Totall number of
hours required forr
degree
d

Number of hours in
degree prrogram core

Number o
of hours in
guided e
electives

Number of h
hours in
free electtives

121

49

30

18

B.S. D
Digital Media
a
and D
Design

12. Describe how the
e proposed program
p
will articulate wiith related prrograms in th
he state. It sh
hould descriibe the exten
nt
to which student tran
nsfer has bee
en explored and coordinated with oth
her institutio
ons. Attach a
all draft articulation
agreeme
ents related to this proposed program
m.
Curre
ently, there arre no exact eq
quivalents to the
t B.S. degrree in digital m
media and de
esign in the Co
ommonwealth
h. However,
in Kentucky, Murra
ay State offerrs a full range of graphic de
esign coursess as an area o
of concentratiion within the
eir studio
progrram, but no se
eparate degre
ee. NKU offerrs a Visual Co
ommunication
n Design degrree, which forrmerly was a graphic
desig
gn degree. EK
KU offers a BF
FA in Graphic
c Design. WK
KU offers a gra
aphic design track within th
heir BA and B
BFA degrees.
Finallly the Univers
sity of Louisville has a BFA
A in Communiication and D esign. Our d
degree is more
e expansive tthan any of
these
e in that it includes digital fa
abrication, vid
deo, animatio
on, sound, and
d photograph
hy within the m
major. Noneth
heless any
stude
ent who begin
ns a degree in
n studio at any
y community college or fou
ur-year institu
ution should b
be able to tran
nsfer into the
U.K. S
SA/VS B.S. degree
d
progra
am with only a minimum off extra course
ework at the sstudio foundattion level. Th
hus no degree
e
agree
ements have been deemed
d necessary.
courses unde
er the appropriate curricular heading
gs.
13. List c
See atttached (appen
ndix 4).
14. Will this program utilize altern
native learnin
ng formats (e.g. distance
e learning, te
echnology-en
nhanced instruction,
evening/w
weekend cla
asses, accele
erated courses)?
YES
YES

Distanc
ce learning

O
NO

Course
es that combin
ne various mo
odes of intera
action, such a s face-to-face
e, videoconfe
erencing, audiioconfere
encing, mail, telephone,
t
fax
x, e-mail, inte
eractive televission, or World
d Wide Web

NO
O

Techno
ology-enhance
ed instruction
n
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NO
O

Evening
g/weekend/ea
arly morning classes
c

NO
O

Accelerrated courses
s

NO
O

Instructtion at nontraditional locations, such as employer wo
orksite

NO
O

Course
es with multiplle entry, exit, and reentry points
p

NO
O

Course
es with "rolling
g" entrance an
nd completion
n times, base
ed on self-paccing

NO
O

Modula
arized courses
s

Ple
ease describe
e planned altternative me
ethods of pro
ogram delive
ery involving greater use of technolog
gy, distance
edu
ucation, and//or acceleratted degree designs, to in
ncrease efficiiency, betterr address stu
udent educattional and
workforce need
ds, and maximize student success, fo
or both tradittional and no
on-traditiona
al students.
Lesss than 5% off the B.S. deg
gree program will initially be
e offered via d
distance learning. We offe
er only one co
ourse,
A-S
S 280 Introduc
ction to Photo
ographic Literracy, that is fu
ully online, an
nd several oth
her courses, A
A-S 200,
Intrroduction to Digital
D
Art, Spa
ace and Time
e, and A-S 34
40, Graphic D esign, which have been de
esigned to be
e
delivered wholly
y online, but which
w
have no
ot yet been tau
ught in this fo
ormat. We do
o offer course
es that combin
ne
varrious modes of
o interaction, such as face
e-to-face, vide
eoconferencin
ng, audio-con ferencing, ma
ail, telephone
e,
email, etc. By th
he nature of th
he material our courses arre based on te
echnology-en
nhanced instru
uction. The o
online
delivery of lecturres for A-S 20
00 and A-S 34
40 do allow sttudents to pu rsue their cou
ursework in th
he evenings a
and
on weekends.
We
e would like to
o develop further the online
e presence off the degree, but we are co
onstrained byy limited resou
urces
in te
erms of techn
nology support. This is som
mething we expect
e
to workk on in the ye
ears ahead.
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Full Proposal - Dem
mand: Program Deman
nd/Unnecessary Duplic
cation
1. Studen
nt Demand:
a. Pro
ovide eviden
nce of studen
nt demand att the regiona
al, state and n
national leve
els.
We surveyed the 73
7 public colle
eges and univ
versities that are accredite
ed both by SA
ACS and by ou
ur national
accre
editation body
y, NASAD. We
e determined that of these
e schools SA/V
VS has the 9tth largest faculty on staff. 4
46 of
the 73
3 studio art programs offerr B.A. or B.F.A
A. degrees in
n some form o
of graphic dessign, visual co
ommunication
n
and/o
or digital media, as well as fine arts degrees. Howev
ver, only the la
argest schoolls, typically th
he respective
statess’ land grant and
a research institutions, offer
o
program
ms comparable
e to what SA//VS is propossing. The
Unive
ersity of South
h Carolina offfers a B.A. in Media Arts. Louisiana Sta
ate Universityy offers a BFA
A in Digital Artt.
The U
University of Texas
T
at Austtin offers a BF
FA in Design (inside the sttudio art program). The Un
niversity of
The Universitty of Georgia has what it te
Tennessee at Cha
attanooga has
s a BFA in photography an
nd media art. T
erms
an “A
intermedia de
Art X” BFA, a digital-based
d
egree. East Carolina
C
Unive
ersity offers a BFA in Cine
ematic Arts an
nd
Media
a Production. Appalachian
n State has majors in Graphic Arts & Ima
aging and Te
echnology and
d Commercia
al
Photo
ography. In Kentucky, Murrray State offe
ers a full range of graphic d
design course
es as an area
a of concentra
ation
within
n their studio program, but no separate degree. NKU
U offers a Visu
ual Communiccation Design
n degree, which
forme
erly was a gra
aphic design degree.
d
EKU offers a BFA in graphic De
esign. WKU o
offers a graph
hic design tracck
within
n their BA and
d BFA degree
es. Finally the
e University off Louisville ha
as a BFA in C
Communicatio
on and Design
n.
The ssheer numberr of programs
s offering sepa
arate graphic design degre
ees is a clear reflection of student dema
and.
In our experience prospective students
s
and their
t
parents typically ask first about the
e availability o
of graphic dessign
coursses and degre
ee before inqu
uiring about any
a other aspe
ect of what S A/VS might o
offer students. SA/VS faculty
have been strongly
y opposed to the idea of offering just an
nother graphicc design degrree. There arre enough of tthese
alread
ation of comp
dy. They wan
nt to create a degree progrram that respo
onds to the grrowing integra
puter-based
desig
gn and the varriety of lens-b
based media. Our degree will
w integrate p
photography (represented by five full-tim
me
facultty), digital me
edia and graph
hic design (Fiive full-time fa
aculty), Printm
media (one fa
aculty), three-d
dimension dig
gital
fabriccation (two fac
culty), and oth
her faculty an
nd disciplines with a strong
g interest in in
ncorporating d
digital media iinto
their sstudio practic
ces.
y enrolled in our
o digital-bas
sed courses ((A-S 200, Intrroduction to D
Digital Art, Spa
ace
We surveyed students currently
and T
Time, A-S 280
0, Introduction
n to Photogra
aphic Literacy, A-S 300, Dig
gital Photogra
aphy, and A-S
S 340, Graph
hic
Desig
gn to see wha
at students we
ere looking fo
or that UK was
s currently no
ot offering. 34
47 students re
esponded, witth
229 e
expressing intterest in a ma
ajor in digital media
m
and de
esign and 338
8 percent agre
eeing with the
e statement th
hat
the skkills provided by digital-bas
sed courses are
a importantt to today’s job
b market. Kee
ep in mind tha
at only 31
stude
ents who partiicipated in the
e poll were majors or doub
ble majors in S
SA/VS, which
h is to say tha
at 91% of the
respo
ondents were only enrolled
d in these cou
urses to fulfill their
t
UK Core
e Creativity re
equirement.
ent interest in such a degre
ee at UK para
allels enrollme
ents at other ccolleges and universities tthat offer eithe
er a
Stude
graph
hic design B.A
A. or B.F.A. or a digital arts
s degree. We
e contacted a dministratorss of units acro
oss the Southe
ern
Athletic conference and they all report that th
he greater pro
oportion of the
eir majors are
e in these ma
ajors compare
ed
ose students enrolled
e
in tra
aditional fine arts
a degree programs. Co
olleges and un
niversities wh
ho start up succh
to tho
progrrams routinely
y receive strong bursts in enrollment
e
gro
owth.
b. Ide
entify the applicant pool and how the
ey will be rea
ached.
Curre
ently, the Univ
versity has ne
early 113 stud
dents who hav
ve declared fo
for the minor iin Digital Med
dia and Desig
gn
and a
another 24 miinoring in pho
otography. It is
s expected th
hat a large ma
ajority of these students wiill declare a
Digita
al Media and Design majorr once they are able to do so. Extensive
e outreach will be employe
ed to inform o
other
media, and o ur extensive network of hig
stude
ents of the Dig
gital Media an
nd Design ma
ajor using mailings, social m
gh
schoo
ol art teacherrs throughout the state.
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We a
also intend to use the usua
al public relations media, such as UKNo
ow and the Un
niversity faculty, staff, and
stude
ent listserv to inform adviso
ors and stude
ents of the ava
ailability of the
e new degree
e. We also in
ntend to target the
art fa
aculty at the sttate’s commu
unity colleges to alert them
m of the possib
bility for transfer into the ne
ew degree
progrram (currently
y almost 50% of the majors
s in the Schoo
ol of Art and V
Visual Studies are transferr students).
c. Describe the sttudent recruitment and selection
s
pro
ocess.
The D
Digital Media and Design major
m
will be advertised
a
to students via University me
edia and a Un
niversity webssite
that iss linked to the
e School of Art
A and Visual Studies webs
site. We will be sending o
out posters to Kentucky hig
gh
schoo
ol art faculty and
a to art faculty in the Co
ommonwealth. We will also
o announce the new degre
ee to the stud
dio
art prrogram faculty
y in the state’s colleges an
nd universities
s.
Initiallly, all studentts academica
ally eligible to be at the Uniiversity of Ken
ntucky will be
e eligible to major in Digitall
Media
a and Design
n. Students however must complete the
e Digital Foun
ndations courssework before
e enrolling in
advanced coursew
work in the ma
ajor. To declare the majorr, students wi ll go to the Un
ndergraduate
e Studies officces
to obtain the appro
opriate paperrwork and turn
n this paperw
work into the C
College of Fine Arts office. Students will then
be co
onsidered dec
clared and willl be assigned
d an advisor in the program
m.
d. Ide
entify the priimary feederrs for the pro
ogram.
The D
Digital Media and Design major
m
will attra
act students interested in p
pursuing care
eers in creativve arts related
d
fieldss. This degree
e will enhance
e Kentucky’s workforce
w
by producing crreative, articulate, and colla
aboration-min
nded
indiviiduals with mu
ultiple compe
etencies in dig
gital-based vis
sual design a nd communiccation fields th
hat are in high
dema
and in business and industtry. As an app
plied arts degree, we expe
ect to attract sstudents with a fine arts
backg
ground, either in high scho
ool or at the college
c
level. The degree w
would offer a visual arts altternative to
stude
ents who migh
ht otherwise seek
s
degrees
s in the Colleg
ges of Commu
unication, Artts and Sciencces, Design, a
and
even some studen
nts who mightt otherwise major
m
in the Co
ollege of Engiineering. How
wever, our inttention is not to
n art
draw students awa
ay from existing majors but rather to pro
ovide a practi cal alternative
e for studentss who want an
degre
ee but who arre concerned that the degrree would lead
d to non-fine arts post-graduation employment
opportunities. We
e believe that the primary fe
eeders for this new degree
e will be the sstate’s high scchools and
comm
munity college
es.
e. Pro
ovide any ev
vidence of a projected ne
et increase in
n total stude nt enrollmen
nts to the cam
mpus as a
resullt of the prop
posed progra
am.
SA/V
VS is the bene
eficiary of a brrand new $22
2 million dollar facility that rranks among the best facillities of its kin
nd in the
Unite
ed States. We
e possess an overall facultty that in size ranks among
g the top ten a
art schools in
n the Southea
astern U.S.
Wherreas in our former facility we
w were a rec
cruiting embarrrassment to the Universityy, we are now
w, or should b
be, a
recru
uiting highlightt for UK. With
h six digital media
m
labs, a Fablab,
F
a full service print media shop, a complete
analo
ogue/digital ph
hotography suite including
g a lighting stu
udio, our stud ents will be a
able to undertake state-of-tthe-art
creattive research in multiple areas and in tw
wo and three dimensions.
d
C
Considering tthat our minor in digital me
edia and
desig
gn has only be
een active sin
nce Fall 2014, the 113 minors we alread
dy have is a cclear indicatorr of the pent-u
up student
dema
and for what the
t new degre
ee will have to
o offer. It is hard
h
to imagin
ne how the ne
ew degree wo
ould not contrribute to
increa
asing the tota
al student enrrollment at U.K
K.
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c. Pro
oject estimatted student demand
d
for the
t first five years
y
of the program.
Degrees
s Conferred

Majors (He
eadcount) - F
Fall Semeste
er

2016-2
2017

0

5

2017-2
2018

0

60
0

2018-2
2019

10

80
0

2019-2
2020

30

140
0

2020-2
2021

50

200
0

Acade
emic Year

2. Em
mployer Demand:
a. De
escribe the ty
ypes of jobs available forr graduates, average wag
ges for these
e jobs, and the number o
of
antic
cipated openings for each
h type of job
bs at the regional, state, a
and national levels.
Graduates of the proposed
p
B.S
S. degree in Digital
D
Media and
a Design w
will be qualified
d for multiple related fieldss, as art
directtors, graphic designers, multimedia artis
otographers, film and vide
sts and anima
ators, web de
evelopers, pho
eo
editors, and comm
mercial and ind
dustrial desig
gners. Beginn
ning with art d
directors, the U.S. Departm
ment of Laborr, using
2012 statistics, cited 74,800 job
bs nationally with
w a median
n salary of $8
80,080, and w
with an expectted growth of 3%. In
Kentu
ucky the forec
cast is for a 10% growth in
n this area by 2022. Qualiffications for a
art directors in
nclude training
g as
graph
hic designers, illustrators, copy
c
editors, and photogra
aphers (all of which will be addressed in
n the new deg
gree).
In the
e field of grap
phic design na
ationally in 20
012 there were
e 259,500 job
bs with a med
dian salary of $44,150. The U.S.
government projec
cts a 7% grow
wth in the field
d, but in Kentucky, a 14% g
growth has b een projected
d. There werre
68,00
n salary of $6
00 jobs for mu
ultimedia artis
sts and anima
ators in 2012 with a median
61,370. The D
Department o
of Labor
expeccts a 6% grow
wth in this field; in Kentuck
ky a 13% grow
wth has been projected. T
The Departme
ent of Labor e
expects
a 20%
% growth in demand for we
eb developers
s. In 2012 the
ere were 141 ,400 jobs nattionally with a median sala
ary of
$62,5
500. For stude
ents seeking jobs as photo
ographers the
ere were 136, 300 jobs nationally in 2012
2 with a mediian
salaryy of $28,490, and with an expected growth rate of 4%
%. A 11% gro
owth in positions for film and video editors has
been projected an
nd a 16% grow
wth in jobs forr commercial and industria
al designers b
by 2022. Som
me of our grad
duates
t skills nece
essary to be software
s
deve
elopers, a boo
oming business in which th
here were 1,0
018,000
will even acquire the
jobs n
nationally in 2012
2
with a median
m
salary of $93,350. Both in Kentu
ucky and natio
onally a grow
wth of about 21% is
expeccted in this fie
eld.
In sho
ort, all these fields
f
can exp
pect at least moderate
m
grow
wth in availab
ble positions. Most job fiellds offer bette
er than the sta
ate
avera
age in median
n salaries. Th
hese fields are
e vital compo
onents of the ccommercial ssector of the sstate’s econom
my. They serrve for
exam
mple Office an
nd Administrattive Support Occupations,
O
where an ex pected 16,00
00 new jobs w
will develop byy 2022. As the
comm
mercial sectorr grows the de
emand for gra
aduates with our training w
will only increa
ase.
3. Academic Disc
ciplinary Needs:
Rece
ent studies by cultural econ
nomists such as John How
wkins, Douglass DeNatale, G
Gregory Wasssall, Richard Fields
and m
many others have
h
not the importance off creativity in contemporary
c
y economies. While there are innumera
able
graph
hic design deg
gree program
ms around the country, therre is a shortag
ge of program
ms that are tailored to the ccreative
professionals who give the designers their charge. Simila
arly, increasin
ngly design de
emands crosss traditional
discip
plinary boundaries, and inc
cludes everyth
hing from exp
pertise in prog
gramming, we
eb design, layyout, photogra
aphy
and sso on. The ne
ew generation
n of designers
s needs to be
e versed in all aspects of visual productiion because
increa
asingly they are
a called upo
on to work in all
a digital med
dia. The new
w B.S. degree services preccisely this nee
ed for
both ccreative and diversely equ
uipped employ
yees.
d program is
s an advance
ed practice do
octorate, exp
plain the new
w practice orr licensure re
equirements
a. If tthe proposed
in the
e profession and/or requ
uirements by specialized accrediting agencies tha
at necessitatte a new doc
ctoral
program.
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digital media and design major
m
is curren
ntly proposed
d only as an u
undergraduate
e degree.
This d
4. Sim
milar program
ms:
a. Are
e there simila
ar programs in other Sou
uthern Regio
onal Educatio
on Board (SR
REB) states and in the na
ation?
YES
se identify siimilar progra
ams in other SREB states
s and in the nation.
Pleas
Seve
eral state flags
ship universitiies in SREB states
s
offer prrograms rese
embling the U.K. degree. T
The Universityy of Florida
offerss a B.F.A. deg
gree in Art witth an emphas
sis in what the
ey term the A
Art + Technolo
ogy program, which consissts of such
thingss as “digital im
maging, comp
puter program
mming, web design, digital video, anima
ation, interactiivity, gaming,
installlation, simula
ation, information visualization and spec
cial topics in e
emerging tech
hnologies and
d art forms.” The
Unive
ersity of Texa
as offers a B.F
F.A. degree in
n design, whic
ch includes “g
graphic design, product/ind
dustrial design
n,
film/a
animation, and
d architecture
e, creating hybrid environm
ments and artiifacts.” The U
University of G
Georgia has a program
they ccall Art X, con
nsisting “of tim
me-based form
ms, digital vid
deo, compute
er and web-ba
ased art, digita
al photograph
hy, robotics,
sound
d, performanc
ce, durational installation and
a computerr-operated fab
brication.”

b. Our re
ecords indica
ate the follow
wing similar programs
p
ex
xist at public
c institutions in Kentucky
y.
---- No Programs Exist---E
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Full Pro
oposal - Cos
st: Cost and
d Funding of
o the Propo
osed Progra
am
1. Will th
his program require addittional resourrces?
NO
se provide a brief summary of additional resourc
ces that will b
be needed to
o implement this program
m over the
Pleas
next five years.
his program impact existing program
ms and/or org
ganizational u
units within your instituttion?
2. Will th
NO
se describe the impact.
Pleas
de adequate documentattion to demonstrate sufficient return on investme
ent to the sta
ate to offset n
new costs
3. Provid
and justify approval for the proposed progra
am.
Since
e there are no
o new costs, the
t state gets
s the advantage of a job-crreating degree without anyy investment. Should the
progrram be as successful as we
w hope we would
w
ask, butt not expect, a
at least one n
new faculty lin
ne.
A. Fundin
ng Sources, by year of program

1st year

2nd yearr

3rd yea
ar

4th yea
ar

5th ye
ear

$1,649,595

$1,632,539
9

$1,926,492
2

$2,134,59
96

$2,228,54
40

New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

New :

0

100000
0

150000
0

15000
00

200000

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

Total R
Resources Av
vailable from
m Federal Sou
urces

N
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : NA
Total R
Resources Av
vailable from
m Other Non-S
State Source
es

aged in a vigo
orous develop
pment effort, w
which we hop
pe
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : SA/VS is enga
will
w lead to sig nificant recurrring dollars to
o help supporrt the new B.S
S.
de
egree, its stud
dents, as welll as the curre
ent degree pro
ograms. Thes
se
fig
gures are the
erefore tentative rather than
n fixed.
State R
Resources
New :

0

0

70000
0

7000
00

70000

Existing :

1125434

1159197
7

1193972
2

122979
91

1266685

es that would fund the new
w B.S. degree have already
y
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : State resource
be
een committe
ed in terms off full-time facu
ulty salaries (ttotals listed). A
po
ossible new l ine would inccrease the Sta
ate’s commitm
ment. Such a
lin
ne is predicatted on state b
budgets and sstudent dema
and. Increase
sttate resource s are based u
upon 3% acro
oss-the-board
d increases
ea
ach year.
Internal
Allocation
A
:

0

110000
0

115000
0

12000
00

125000

Rea
allocation :

291933

65000
0

66950
0

6895
50

71000
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A. Fundin
ng Sources, by year of program

1st year

2nd yearr

3rd yea
ar

4th yea
ar

5th ye
ear

B
the UK
K commitmen
nt to the Bolivvar facility (ab
bout
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : Besides
$2
22,500,000), which will ho
ouse six digita
al media labs, a “FabLab” for
f
th
hree-dimensio
onal digital fabrication, a print media stu
udio, a
photography ssuite, and othe
er related studios, fixtures and
eq
quipment, SA
A/VS uses stu
udent fees to provide at disscount rates
sttudent course
e materials, such as printin
ng, software liicenses,
sttudent workerrs to supervisse equipment use, and so on. These fee
es
are listed in ye
ear one as existing allocations and then projected on
sttudent growth
h for the 2nd tthrough the 5
5th year at abo
out $5,000 in
ad
dditional fee rrevenue per yyear correspo
onding to anticipated stude
ent
growth in the m
major, while m
maintaining cu
urrent non-ma
ajor enrollmen
nt
in
n SA/VS UK C
Core creativityy courses.
Studen
nt Tuition
New :

132228

198342
2

330570
0

49585
55

495855

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

N info for thiss section on p
pre-prop DMD
D submitted.
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : No
Total
New :

$232,228

$408,342
2

$665,570
0

$835,85
55

$890,85
55

Existing :

$1,217,367

$1,224,197
7

$1,260,922
2

$1,298,74
41

$1,337,68
85

To
otal Funding Sources :

$1,649,595

$1,632,539
9

$1,926,492
2

$2,134,59
96

$2,228,54
40

1st year

2nd yearr

3rd yea
ar

4th yea
ar

5th ye
ear

New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

197739

201739
9

20573
39

20973
39

214739

B. Breakd
down of Bud
dget Expense
es/Requirem
ments
Staff: E
Executive, ad
dministrative
e, and manag
gerial

Other P
Professional
New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

47733

48683
3

49636

5055
56

51456

New :

0

0

70000

7200
00

74000

Existing :

827962

840000
0

910000

92500
00

935000

Faculty
y

Gradua
ate Assistantts (if master’s
s or doctorate)
New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

9749

10200
0

11000

1130
00

11700

Student Employees
s
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B. Breakd
down of Bud
dget Expense
es/Requirem
ments

1st year

2nd yearr

3rd yea
ar

4th yea
ar

5th ye
ear

W believe we
e can manage
e the new deg
gree program
m without
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : We
additional adm
ministrative an
nd manageria
al staff.
Current
C
professsional staff ccan manage th
he new degre
ee program.
However,
H
fund
ding the addition of one mo
ore technical staff person is
desirable, dep
pending on en
nrollment and available fun
nding.
State
S
resource
es that would fund the B.S. degree have
e already bee
en
committed to ffull-time facultty salaries (to
otal listed). A possible new
w
lin
ne would incrrease state co
ommitments, but the line w
would be
predicated on state and uniiversity budge
ets and stude
ent demand.
We
W budget forr student emp
ployees throug
gh related course fees.
Growth
G
in costts will be tied to inflation an
nd increase in
n majors. But
th
hese should b
be modest inccreases over time.
Equipm
ment and Insttructional Ma
aterials
New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

354933

65000
0

66950

6895
50

71000

U resourcess that would ffund the B.S. degree’s acq
quisition of
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : U.K.
equipment and
d instructiona
al materials ha
ave already la
argely been
co
part of the bu
ommitted as p
udget to outfit the new School of Art and
d
Visual
V
Studiess Building. Subsequent inve
estments in e
equipment and
in
nstructional m
materials will b
be derived fro
om existing co
ourse fees.
Growth
G
in fee rrevenue throu
ugh enrollment increases iis targeted at
Library
y
New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

52000

53040
0

54648

5570
00

56814

N
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : NA
Contrac
ctual Service
es

N
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : NA
Academ
mic and/or Sttudent Servic
ces

U resourcess that fund prrofessional ad
dvisors in the College of Fine
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : U.K.
Arts
A should be
e adequate to manage advvising servicess. Salary
in
ncreases for tthe existing ad
dvisor, including benefits, has been
pegged at 2% annually.
Other S
Support Serv
vices
New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

N
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : NA
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B. Breakd
down of Bud
dget Expense
es/Requirem
ments

1st year

2nd yearr

3rd yea
ar

4th yea
ar

5th ye
ear

New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

Faculty
y Developme
ent

W currently d
do not have fu
unds supporting faculty development. All
A
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : We
such efforts (a
and funding) ccome either o
out of the Colle
ege of Fine
Arts’
A
or the Pro
ovost’s Office
e.
Assess
sment
New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

W do not havve budget sup
pport for our a
assessment e
efforts. They
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : We
are part of the regular dutie
es of administtrative staff an
nd faculty.
Student Space and Equipment (if
( doctorate))
New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

New :

0

0

0

0

0

Existing :

0

0

0

0

0

N
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : NA
Faculty
y Space and Equipment (if doctorate))

N
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : NA
Other

N
We exp
pect to cover all costs for tthis program w
with existing
Narrative Ex
xplanation/Justification : NOTE:
re
esources or th
hrough our de
evelopment e
efforts. If we fa
ail to raise
additional reve
enues to fund an expandin
ng degree program, and if
th
niversity recu
here are no un
urring dollars tto support the
ese growing
enrollments, w
we will place a
an enrollmentt cap on the d
degree,
ensuring that o
our existing re
esources are adequate to meet
ex
xpenses for tthe new major.
Total
New :

$0

$0
0

$70,00
00

$72,00
00

$74,0
000

Existing :

$1,490,116

$1,218,662
2

$1,297,97
73 $1,321,24
45 $1,340,7
709

Totall Budget Exp
penses/Requ
uirements :

$1,490,116

$1,218,662
2

$1,367,97
73 $1,393,24
45 $1,414,7
709

Total Net Cost :

$159,479

$413,877
7

Grand T
Total
$558,51
19

$741,35
51

$813,8
831
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Full-Pro
oposal - Ass
sess: Progra
am Review and Assessment

1. For ea
ach assessment method, please prov
vide direct ind
dicators of a
achievement of program--level studen
nt learning
outcome
es and freque
ency of data collection:
a. Wh
hich compon
nents will be
e evaluated?
Stude
ent contributio
ons to the Fou
undation Exhibition will be assessed in the freshman
n year; A-S 20
00
Introd
duction to Dig
gital Art, Spac
ce and Time will
w be assess
sed, usually in
n a student’s ssophomore year; A-S 547
Digita
al Media Caps
stone course offers a third assessment point, which would norma
ally be taken in
n the
stude
ent’s senior ye
ear. We will carry
c
out a diffferent assess
sment plan fo
or the university-mandated GCCR
coursse (A-S 301—
—we are going
g to submit a minor course change to re
enumber ART
T 301 to A-S 3
301 this
acade
emic year).
b. Wh
hen will the components
c
s be evaluate
ed?
All asssessment ma
aterials will be
e evaluated at
a the end of the
t spring sem
mester annua
ally.
c. Wh
hen will the data
d
be colle
ected?
The F
Foundation ex
xhibition is he
eld annually near
n
the end of
o the spring ssemester; A-S
S 200 will be assessed in tthe
fall se
emester annu
ually; the Digittal Media Cap
pstone course
e will be asse
essed each sp
pring.
d. Ho
ow will the da
ata be collec
cted?
An independent juror assesses the work exh
hibited in the Foundations
F
exhibition acccording to a sscorecard
develloped by the Foundations
F
advisory com
mmittee; the Digital
D
Media a
and Design asssessment co
ommittee will
review
w a 10% sam
mple of online student portfo
olios as subm
mitted to A-S 2
200 Digital Arrt, Space and
d Time; the
Digita
al Media and Design asses
ssment comm
mittee will evaluated studen
nt portfolios fo
or their appliccation of
applie
ed digital design concepts,, related to the visual, spattial, sound, m
motion, interacctive, and tem
mporarl
eleme
ents/features of digital tech
hnology and principles
p
usin
ng a scorecarrd developed by the comm
mittee.
e. Wh
hat will be th
he benchmarrks and/or tarrgets to be achieved?
a
We h
have targeted a mean rubric score of 2 or
o greater on a scorecard o
of four points for each SLO
O (1 least
maste
ery; 2 below average,
a
3 co
ompetent; and
d 4 exemplary
y).
f. Wh
hat individuals or groups
s will be resp
ponsible for data
d
collectio
on?
For th
he Foundation
ns exhibition we use an ind
dependent juror; the Digita
al Media and Design assesssment
comm
mittee, compo
osed to faculty
y within the major
m
are charrged for gathe
ering and eva
aluating the da
ata.
g. Ho
ow will the da
ata and findings be share
ed with faculty?
The ffaculty of reco
ord will receiv
ve a summary
y document de
etailing the sp
pecific, mean numerical ou
utcomes (bassed on our
rubricc for assessm
ments of each SLO) for eac
ch assessmen
nt per year. T
This will be an
n electronic co
ommunication
n. If areas of
conce
ern are noted
d (for example
e, if mean num
merical asses
ssments are lo
ower than "2"" on the "0-4" assessment scale of the
rubricc), a meeting of all relevant faculty of re
ecord will be convened
c
and
d a plan of rem
mediation willl be designed
d and
subse
equently implemented.
h. Ho
ow will the da
ata be used for
f making programmatic
p
c improveme
ents?
If targ
gets described above are not
n achieved (e.g. a mean evaluation sccore of higher than 2 is no
ot realized on any given
assesssment meas
sure), the Fou
undation Direc
ctor and the Digital
D
Media and Design a
assessment ccommittee willl initiate a
review
w of the relev
vant SLO(s) and
a the course
es in which th
hat SLO(s) is assessed to identify areass of strength a
and
poten
ntial weaknes
ss. If clear corrrective measures or revisions are not re
eadily identified, the releva
ant assessme
ent officers
will co
onvene a meeting of the fa
aculty of record to initiate a collaborative
e discussion with regard to
o designing a
reme
ediation plan.
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2. What a
are the meas
sures of teac
ching effectiv
veness?
All faculty of recorrd will be evaluated using University
U
Tea
acher Course
e Evaluations (TCEs) comp
pleted by their student eac
ch
term. All TCEs are
e public record
d and access
sed via the Un
niversity webssite. The Dire
ector bienniallyy reviews ten
nured faculty
and a
annually revie
ews lecturers and un-tenurred faculty forr their teachin g effectiveness.
3. What e
efforts to imp
prove teaching effectiven
ness will be pursued bas
sed on these
e measures?
Areass of concern will
w be summarized and co
ommunicated to the individ
dual faculty off record as pa
art of their reg
gular
mediation
evalu
uation. If deemed necessa
ary the directo
or of the Scho
ool of Art and Visual Studie
es will requesst a plan of rem
from the respectiv
ve faculty mem
mbers. Additio
onal options aimed
a
at imprroving teachin
ng, if needed,, include supp
porting
facultty developme
ent through Co
ollege and Un
niversity programs, as welll as participattion in relevan
nt pedagogica
al
confe
erences and symposia.
s
4. What a
are the plans
s to evaluate
e students’ po
ost-graduate
e success?
The D
Director will obtain data fro
om the Alumni Survey annu
ually and will additionally ccreate a separate and brieff web-based
surve
ey of educatio
onal and caree
er outcomes to
t be communicated to cu rrent studentss and alumni in electronic format.
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ATTACHMENT #3
(A) BS Degree in Digital Media and Design School of Art and Visual Studies, CFA, UK
(B) Plan for Assessment of BS in Digital Media and Design Student Learning Outcomes
Doreen Maloney, Assessment Coordinator
for the academic year 2016-2017

(C) MISSION STATEMENT
The Digital Media and Design (DMD) bachelor of science degree in the School of Art and Visual
Studies educates its students in studio-based digital media practices at the pre-professional
level. This degree is available to students who plan to undertake careers that require creative
use of digital imagery with artistic and/or commercial applications, involving digital design and
illustration, photography, video, sound and digital-based fabrication.
(D)

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES for the PROGRAM

The assessment the student learning outcomes will be grouped into two, four-year
cycles. The SLO numbered 1-4 will be assessed during the first four years of the degree
program. The SLOs numbered 5-8 will be assessed during the second four years of the
degree program.
1. Knowledge of basic and advanced concepts related to the visual, spatial, sound, motion,
interactive, and temporal elements/features of digital technology and principles for their use in
the creation and application of digital media-based work.
2. Understanding of narrative and other information/language structures for organizing content
in time-based or interactive media; the ability to organize and represent content structures in
ways that are responsive to technological, social, and cultural systems.
3. Understanding of the characteristics and capabilities of various technologies (hardware and
software); their appropriateness for particular expressive, functional, and strategic applications;
their positions within larger contexts and systems; and their influences on individuals and
society.
4. Knowledge of the processes for the development and coordination of digital-based art and
design strategies (for example, storyboarding, concept mapping, and the use of scenarios and
personas.)

5. Ability to analyze and synthesize relevant aspects of human interaction in various contexts
(physical, cognitive, cultural, social, political, and economic) and with respect to technologicallymediated communication, objects, and environments.
6. Knowledge of history, theory, and criticism with respect to such areas as film, video,
technology, and digital art and design.
7. Ability to work in teams and to organize collaborations among people from different
disciplines.
8. Ability to use the above competencies in the creation and development of professional
quality digital media productions.

(E) ASSESSMENT METHODS
1.
Knowledge of basic and advanced concepts related to the visual, spatial, sound,
motion, interactive, and temporal elements/features of digital technology and principles
for their use in the creation and application of digital media-based work.

Method 1A. The juror of the Foundation Exhibition will assess the work as shown.
Work will be evaluated for applied digital design concepts, using a scorecard developed
by the Foundations Advisory Committee. (The juror will fill out two assessment forms,
one for the B.A. and B.F.A. degrees and one for the DMD program.)
Timeline 1A: The Foundation Exhibition occurs each spring semester and all
students in the Foundations Program are required to participate.
Method 1B. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of the work as proposed and created in A-S 547 Digital Media Capstone Class.
Work will be evaluated for applied digital design concepts, related to the visual, spatial,
sound, motion, interactive, and temporal elements/ features of digital technology and
principles using a scorecard developed by the the Digital Media Projects Capstone
Committee.
Timeline 1B. The Digital Media Projects Capstone class occurs each spring semester
and all students graduating in the degree program must participate.
Method 1C. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of online student portfolios as submitted for A-S 200 Digital Art Space and Time.
Timeline 1C: The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review these
portfolios in the fall semester.

2.
Understanding of narrative and other information/language structures for
organizing content in time-based or interactive media; the ability to organize and
represent content structures in ways that are responsive to technological, social, and
cultural systems.
Method 2A. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of the work as proposed and created in A-S 547 Digital Media Capstone Class.
Work will be evaluated for applied understanding of narrative and other
information/language structures for organizing content in time-based or interactive
media; the ability to organize and represent content structures in ways that are
responsive to technological, social, and cultural systems using a scorecard developed by
the the Digital Media Projects Capstone Committee.
Timeline 2A: The Digital Media Projects Capstone class occurs each spring semester
and all students graduating in the degree program must participate.
Method 2B. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of online student portfolios as submitted for A-S 346 Video Art and A-S 347
Multimedia Art.
Timeline 2B: The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review these
portfolios in the spring semester.
3.
Understanding of the characteristics and capabilities of various technologies
(hardware and software); their appropriateness for particular expressive, functional, and
strategic applications; their positions within larger contexts and systems; and their
influences on individuals and society.
Method 3A. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of the work as proposed and created in A-S 547 Digital Media Capstone Class.
Work will be evaluated for applied understanding of the characteristics and capabilities
of various technologies (hardware and software); their appropriateness for particular
expressive, functional, and strategic applications; their positions within larger contexts
and systems; and their influences on individuals and society using a scorecard
developed by the the Digital Media Projects Capstone Committee.
Timeline 3A: The Digital Media Projects Capstone class occurs each spring semester
and all students graduating in the degree program must participate.
Method 3B. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of online student portfolios as submitted for A-S 285 Lens Arts.

Timeline 3B: The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review these
portfolios in the fall semester.
Method 3C. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of online student portfolios as submitted for A-S 546 Digital Fabrication.
Timeline 3C: The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review these
portfolios in the spring semester.
4.
Knowledge of the processes for the development and coordination of digital-based
art and design strategies (for example, storyboarding, concept mapping, and the use of
scenarios and personas.)
Method 4A. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of the work as proposed and created in A-S 547 Digital Media Capstone Class.
Work will be evaluated for applied understanding or the development and coordination of
digital-based art and design strategies (for example, storyboarding, concept mapping,
and the use of scenarios and personas.) using a scorecard developed by the the Digital
Media Projects Capstone Committee.
Timeline 4A: The Digital Media Projects Capstone class occurs each spring semester
and all students graduating in the degree program must participate.
Method 4B. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of online student portfolios as submitted for A-S 340 Graphic Design.
Timeline 4B: The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review these
portfolios in the fall semester.
Method 4C. The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review a 10%
sample of online student portfolios as submitted for A-S 346 Video Art and A-S 347
Multimedia Art.
Timeline 4C: The Digital Media and Design Assessment Committee will review these
portfolios in the spring semester.
(F) USING RESULTS TO IMPROVE THE PROGRAM
Results of assessments of these four learning outcomes will be presented by the BS in Digital
Media and Design Assessment Committee to the Director and School of Art and Visual Studies.
These results may also be presented to the Dean of the College of Fine Arts and the Provost,
along with any actions needed to improve the curriculum and increase students’ achievement of
the expected learning outcomes.

UK School of Art & Visual Studies

ATTACHMENT #4

Faculty Meeting Minutes: February 6, 2015
Present: Ruth Adams, Jane Andrus, Garry Bibbs, Anna Brzyski, Alice Christ, Jeremy Colbert, Rob Dickes, Beth Ettensohn,
Matt Gilley, Rae Goodwin, Garrett Hansen, Marty Henton, Stuart Horodner, Robert Jensen, Hui Chi Lee, Doreen
Maloney, Andrew Maske, Jonathan McFadden, Matt Page, Allan Richards, Arturo Alonzo Sandoval, Jessica Santone,
Bobby Scroggins, Bob Shay, Brandon Smith, Rob Southard, Hunter Stamps, Lynn Sweet, George Szekely, Sarah Wylie Van
Meter, Monica Visonà, Paolo Visonà, James Wade, Kate Wheeler, Nicole White, David Wischer
The meeting was called to order at 2:00 pm. The minutes from January 2015 were approved with one abstention
(Monica Visonà moved, Rob Dickes seconded).

Director’s Announcements:
New Business:
Doreen Maloney reported that the proposed Bachelor of Science in Digital Media & Design was unanimously approved
by the Art Studio faculty and now needs the approval of the full faculty. She explained the proposed degree
requirements and Bulletin entry. Discussion and questions followed.
The vote was called to approve the B.S. in Digital Media & Design with minor changes. Garrett Hansen moved, Arturo
seconded, and the motion passed with one abstention.
The degree still has to be approved by the Council on Post-Secondary Education, which is a long process. The degree will
most likely be implemented in Fall 2016 if it is approved.
Rae Goodwin reported on the B.A./B.F.A. Committee’s progress. The following changes are proposed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Removal of the restrictions on using art courses in the CORE (aka “double-dipping”)
Addition of a 500-level studio course
ART 191, A-S 201 dropped from curriculum
Addition of ART 301
Removed required minor
Increase number of elective hours
Change the title of A-S 200 back to “Digital Art, Space, & Time”
Provide more Studio Core options
Reword the Bulletin language

Hunter Stamps reported that the B.F.A. is proposing similar changes, plus adding 6 credits of 500-level studio courses.
The vote was called to approve these changes to the B.A. and B.F.A. in Studio Art. Arturo moved, Rob Dickes seconded,
and the motion passed unanimously.
Other reports:
Faculty Performance Evaluations are in your mailboxes. Please sign them and return them to Jane Andrus as soon as
possible. Discussion followed on the Teacher Course Evaluation process and the new Explorance System.

Midterm grading is coming up March 2-13. All undergraduates are required to have midterm grades assigned. Faculty
should go ahead and give midterms to graduate students too.
Stuart announced that School of Art faculty are treated like Art Museum Members. They can participate in preview
exhibitions and meet artists just as regular Members can.
The next faculty meeting is Friday, March 6.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:16 pm.

ATTACHMENT #5
From: "Clymer, Jeffory A" <jeff.clymer@uky.edu>
Subject: Re: approval needed for directed electives in English
Date: April 8, 2016 at 1:59:26 PM EDT
To: "Jensen, Robert" <Robert.Jensen@uky.edu>
Dear Rob,
The English Department welcomes your students into all ENG courses, and
especially film courses, as part of their directed electives in your bachelor of
science in digital media and design.
Thanks for asking!
Best,
Jeff
Jeffory A. Clymer
Professor and Chairperson
Department of English
University of Kentucky
859.257.2901
http://english.as.uky.edu/users/jaclym3
http://english.as.uky.edu/
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "Jensen, Robert" <Robert.Jensen@uky.edu>
Date: Friday, April 8, 2016 at 1:09 PM
To: "Clymer, Jeffory A" <jeff.clymer@uky.edu>
Subject: approval needed for directed electives in English
Hi Jeff,
The School of Art and Visual Studies has put a new degree, a bachelor of science
in digital media and design, before the University Senate. It was recommended
that because we indicated that students should have directed electives, but not
necessarily a minor, in a particular discipline and because we suggested that
English, and in particular, film courses taught within the English department,
would be an excellent choice for such directed electives, we should seek
agreement from the affected department. If there is space in your classes I

cannot imagine why you would not want students from our program to enroll in
them, yet I have been asked for written confirmation of your approval. If it is not
too much trouble would you please be so kind as to write a line or two in an email
agreeing to allow our students to take as guided electives English courses, and
especially film courses.
Sorry to have to bother you with this.
Best,
Rob
Robert Jensen
Director
School of Art and Visual Studies
236 Bolivar Street
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506
859-257-2336
'Like' the School on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ukartandvisualstudies

ATTACHMENT #6
From: Jeff Rice <j.rice@uky.edu>
Subject: Re: another request regarding our B.S. degree
Date: April 8, 2016 at 4:10:25 PM EDT
To: "Jensen, Robert" <Robert.Jensen@uky.edu>
WRD completely approves allowing students in Art and Visual Studies to take guided elective
WRD courses. In fact, we encourage it and support it.
best,
Jeff
---------------------------On 4/8/16 12:14 PM, Jensen, Robert wrote:
Jeff,
You know what kinds of hoops the University curriculum and Senate committees make us jump
through. It was recommended to me yesterday that because we indicated that students should
have directed electives, but not necessarily a minor, in a particular discipline and because we
suggested that WRD courses, and in particular, your documentary courses, would be an excellent
choice for such directed electives, we should seek agreement from the affected department. If
there is space in your classes I cannot imagine why you would not want students from our
program to enroll in them, yet I have been asked for written confirmation of your approval. If it
is not too much trouble would you please be so kind as to write a line or two in an email agreeing
to allow our students to take as guided electives WRD courses.
Sorry to have to bother you with this again.
Rob
Robert Jensen
Director
School of Art and Visual Studies
236 Bolivar Street
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506
859-257-2336
'Like' the School on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ukartandvisualstudies
------------------------------------------------------Professor
Chair
Martha B. Reynolds Professor in Writing, Rhetoric and Digital Studies
University of Kentucky
http://sweb.uky.edu/~jri236/

http://www.ydog.net
http://makeminepotato.ydog.net
Lexington, KY 40506-0027

ATTACHMENT # 7
Communications with SAPC regarding the BS, Digital Media and Design Proposal
1. The memorandum dated 3/31/16 explains that a minor course change has been submitted for A-S
547 to change (among other things) its repeatability. Changing repeatability is a major change and must
be approved by both the UC and GC. Given that this course has not been to either council, it is unlikely
that the course will be approved prior to semester’s end. Because A-S 547 is a core requirement, the
program should not be reviewed by Senate or the Board until the revised A-S 547 is approved by at least
one council. A-S 547 has passed through UC committee and set for UC vote on Tuesday 12
2. Question 2l notes that this degree program appears similar to the existing program in Media Arts and
Studies (http://ci.uky.edu/jat/major-media-arts-and-studies). It may be difficult for students to
understand the difference between the proposed BS in Digital Media and Design and the existing
program in Media Arts and Studies. It would be helpful to have a letter of support from Media Arts and
Studies that demonstrates how students will be able to differentiate between the two programs.
Addressed in attached document

3. Question 2j states that assessment will be conducted by a faculty digital media and design

assessment committee. It is not clear if the faculty of record are involved in this assessment committee.
Yes, the faculty of record is involved as stated: “student success will be monitored by a faculty

digital media and design assessment committee, consisting of the faculty of record in the
School of Art and Visual Studies”

4.

In Question 7h, about 10 courses are identified as pre-major/prof, but none of the courses are
identified as core. Question 7j has narrative about core courses, but the core courses need to be
identified in 7h.

7j explains the 121 hour degree requirements. Pre Major hours (19), Major core hours (9),
Guided electives (33), Free Electives (60) See attached check sheet
5. Question 7j includes A-S 585, which is a new course – this is at the Undergraduate Council and will
also require GC approval. Because A-S 585 is a core requirement, the program should not be reviewed
by Senate or the Board until the new A-S 585 is approved by at least one council.
A-S 547 has passed through UC committee and set for UC vote on Tuesday 12

6. Question 7m refers to ENG 387 as a guided elective, but ENG 387 is not an existing course. There is a

course ENG 384 (“Literature and Film”), so perhaps the form has a typo and the course intended to be
listed is ENG 384.
The degree requirements have been corrected ; ENG courses are no longer required for the degree.

7. Question 4c states that no courses from other units will be included, but question 7m (guided

electives) includes courses from English and from Writing, Rhetoric, and Digital Media. Question 7l
mentions Business and Economics courses, too. Letters of support will need to be submitted showing
that faculty in outside units approve the use of their courses. The degree requirements have been

corrected; have letters of support for ENG, and WRD, and reference to Business and Economic courses
have been removed; they are no longer required for the degree; therefore letters of support are not
necessary.
8. The Signature Routing Log is blank, so it is difficult to know who has reviewed and approved this
proposal. Signature log has been addressed—see “Approvals/Reviews” p. 16.
9. I do not know if this is relevant to the SAPC’s deliberations, but the CPE paperwork at the end of the
proposal indicates that UK’s Board of Trustees approved this proposal a year ago (June 2015), which is
incorrect. (Proposals are not sent to the Board until the Senate has approved them.)
Not an issue, per the Office of P lanning and I nstitutional Effectiveness .
Mia Alexander-Snow, PhD
Director, Planning and Institutional Effectiveness
Phone: 859-257-2873
Fax: 859-323-8688
Visit the Institutional Effectiveness Website: http://www.uky.edu/ie
Follow us at: https://www.facebook.com/universityofky

The University of Kentucky
From: Dickes, Robert M
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:22 PM
To: Alexander-Snow, Mia; Dickes, Robert M
Subject: Fwd: additional materials for the B.S. in Digital Media and Design

Dear Committee Members,
The following questions were satisfactory updated by Robert Jensen, Director of the School of
Art and Visual Studies.
Via Margaret:
I recommend the following changes:
- 2a & 2d Please beef up your description and rationale for the program. Right now it
reads very similar to the MAS degree (https://ci.uky.edu/jat/media-arts-and-studiesprogram). I realize the CIP codes are similar, but anything you can do to differentiate
your program from an already existing one will help to solidify your case for the new
program.

- The email you provide from Thomas Lindlof from CCI suffices for the letter
differentiating your programs. Could you clarify who Thomas is please so I can make
sure and use his title when I speak to the letter stating they do not see overlap
between the two programs?
- This proposal is missing department minutes where this program was approved and
the college committee, and college meeting minutes where this program was approved.
A letter stating the date of the meeting and the outcome of the vote from the
appropriate leadership will suffice (e.g., department chair, committee chair, and dean).
Via Sheila:

1. The memorandum dated 3/31/16 explains that a minor course change has been submitted for A-S
547 to change (among other things) its repeatability. Changing repeatability is a major change and must
be approved by both the UC and GC. Given that this course has not been to either council, it is unlikely
that the course will be approved prior to semester’s end. Because A-S 547 is a core requirement, the
program should not be reviewed by Senate or the Board until the revised A-S 547 is approved by at least
one council. A-S 547 has passed through UC committee and set for UC vote on Tuesday 12

2. Question 2l notes that this degree program appears similar to the existing program in Media Arts and
Studies (http://ci.uky.edu/jat/major-media-arts-and-studies). It may be difficult for students to
understand the difference between the proposed BS in Digital Media and Design and the existing
program in Media Arts and Studies. It would be helpful to have a letter of support from Media Arts and
Studies that demonstrates how students will be able to differentiate between the two programs.
Addressed in attached document

3. Question 2j states that assessment will be conducted by a faculty digital media and design

assessment committee. It is not clear if the faculty of record are involved in this assessment committee.

Unclear, Mia will check with proposer for clarifying statement.

4.

In Question 7h, about 10 courses are identified as pre-major/prof, but none of the courses are
identified as core. Question 7j has narrative about core courses, but the core courses need to be
identified in 7h.

7j explains the 121 hour degree requirements. Pre Major hours (19), Major core hours (9),
Guided electives (33), Free Electives (60) See attached check sheet
5. Question 7j includes A-S 585, which is a new course – this is at the Undergraduate Council and will
also require GC approval.Because A-S 585 is a core requirement, the program should not be reviewed by
Senate or the Board until the new A-S 585 is approved by at least one council.
A-S 547 has passed through UC committee and set for UC vote on Tuesday 12

6. Question 7m refers to ENG 387 as a guided elective, but ENG 387 is not an existing course. There is a

course ENG 384 (“Literature and Film”), so perhaps the form has a typo and the course intended to be
listed is ENG 384. The degree requirements have been revised ; ENG courses are no longer required for
the degree.

7. Question 4c states that no courses from other units will be included, but question 7m (guided

electives) includes courses from English and from Writing, Rhetoric, and Digital Media. Question 7l
mentions Business and Economics courses, too. Letters of support will need to be submitted showing
that faculty in outside units approve the use of their courses. The degree requirements have been
revised ; ENG, WRD, and DM courses, and reference to Business and Economic courses have been
removed; they are no longer required for the degree; therefore letters of support are not necessary.
8. The Signature Routing Log is blank, so it is difficult to know who has reviewed and approved this
proposal. Signature log has been addressed.
9. I do not know if this is relevant to the SAPC’s deliberations, but the CPE paperwork at the end of the
proposal indicates that UK’s Board of Trustees approved this proposal a year ago (June 2015), which is
incorrect. (Proposals are not sent to the Board until the Senate has approved them.)

Not an issue, per the Office of Planning and Institutional Effectiveness .

Rob
Robert Dickes
Artist & Lecturer
School of Art & Visual Studies
University of Kentucky

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Jensen, Robert" <Robert.Jensen@uky.edu>
Subject: Fwd: additional materials for the B.S. in Digital Media and Design
Date: April 12, 2016 at 1:13:12 PM EDT
To: "Dickes, Robert M" <rmdick3@uky.edu>

Robert Jensen
Director
School of Art and Visual Studies
236 Bolivar Street
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506
859-257-2336
'Like' the School on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ukartandvisualstudies

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Jensen, Robert" <rjens1@uky.edu>
Subject: additional materials for the B.S. in Digital Media and Design
Date: April 11, 2016 at 11:40:41 AM EDT
To: sbrothers@uky.edu
Cc: Margaret Schroeder <m.mohr@uky.edu>
Sheila,
Attached are some additional documents that help clarify and/or answer all the queries I was sent
last week regarding the new bachelor of science degree in digital media and design. In addition
to my addendum to the original March 31 letter of introduction I am included another edited
version of the B.S. program proposal form that addresses all the minor queries as well as two
emails from WRD and English supporting DMD students’ enrollment in their respective
courses. The two most disruptive issues, the course description revision for A-S 547 and the
approval by the Undergraduate Council of A-S 585, have both been successfully addressed. We
have re-written the course description but have made no change to the contact hours, so that the
change should go through as a minor course change (it has been approved at the School and the
College level already). The issue regarding graduate assignments for A-S 585 has been resolved
and the course has been voted out of the Undergraduate Council. I have contacted the Graduate
Council about expediting the approval of the graduate version of the course, so even though it is
not required, this too should be done before the end of the month. Also attached are the minutes
from the SA/VS faculty meeting at which the new proposal was approved by the faculty and the
minutes of the College of Fine Arts when they approved the new degree proposal. I hope these
documents satisfactorily address all the outstanding issues with our proposal. We are
tremendously excited to get this degree up and running in the fall.
All the best,
Rob
Robert Jensen
Director
School of Art and Visual Studies
236 Bolivar Street
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506
859-257-2336
'Like' the School on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ukartandvisualstudies

BS Degree in Digital Media and Design School of Art and Visual Studies, CFA, UK
Curricular Map of BS in Digital Media and Design Student Learning Outcomes
MISSION STATEMENT
The Digital Media and Design (DMD) bachelor of science degree in the School of Art and Visual
Studies educates its students in studio-based digital media practices at the pre-professional
level. This degree is available to students who plan to undertake careers that require creative
use of digital imagery with artistic and/or commercial applications, involving digital design and
illustration, photography, video, sound and digital-based fabrication.
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES for the PROGRAM
The eight student learning objectives adopted for this program are stipulated below.
Following this list is a list of all degree courses offered at the present time to fullfil this
degree.
In the table below, the numbers following each course title correspond to the NASAD
learning objectives met by that course.
1. Knowledge of basic and advanced concepts related to the visual, spatial, sound, motion,
interactive, and temporal elements/features of digital technology and principles for their use in
the creation and application of digital media-based work.
2. Understanding of narrative and other information/language structures for organizing content
in time-based or interactive media; the ability to organize and represent content structures in
ways that are responsive to technological, social, and cultural systems.
3. Understanding of the characteristics and capabilities of various technologies (hardware and
software); their appropriateness for particular expressive, functional, and strategic applications;
their positions within larger contexts and systems; and their influences on individuals and
society.
4. Knowledge of the processes for the development and coordination of digital-based art and
design strategies (for example, storyboarding, concept mapping, and the use of scenarios and
personas.)
5. Ability to analyze and synthesize relevant aspects of human interaction in various contexts
(physical, cognitive, cultural, social, political, and economic) and with respect to technologicallymediated communication, objects, and environments.

6. Knowledge of history, theory, and criticism with respect to such areas as film, video,
technology, and digital art and design.
7. Ability to work in teams and to organize collaborations among people from different
disciplines.
8. Ability to use the above competencies in the creation and development of professional quality
digital media productions.
Digital Media and Design Courses

Learning Objective Met

A-S 101 Creative Practices in Art Studio (taken first semester)

1, 2 ,5

A-S 001 Foundation Exhibition

1,4,5,7

A-S 102 Two-Dimensional Surface

5

A-S 130 Drawing

5

A-S 200 Introduction to Digital Art, Space and Time

1,2,3,4,5,6

A-S 285 Lens Arts

1,2,3,4,5,6

A-S 305 Studio Lighting

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

ART 301 GCCR

5,6,7,8

A-S 340 Introduction to Graphic Design, Meaning and Image

1,2,3,4,5,6

A-S 341 Graphic Design: Layout

1,2,3,4,5,6

A-S 345 Introduction to Web Design

1,2,3,4,5,6

A-S 346 Video Art

1,2,3,4,5,6

A-S 347 Multimedia: Topical (currently 2D Animation)

1,2,3,4,5,6

A-S 348 Circuits & Bits: Introduction to Hardware and Software
Topics in Art

1,2,3,4,5,6,7

A-S 385 Digital Methods for Photography

1,2,3,4,5,6,

A-S 387 Topics in Photography

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

A-S 390 Digital Printmaking

1,2,3,4,5,6,7

A-S 480 Professional Practices in Photography

5,6,7,8

A-S 540 Graphic Design: Publication Design

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

A-S 541 Graphic Design: Advanced Design

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

A-S 546 Intermedia Studio

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

A-S 547 Digital Media and Design Projects

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

A-S 585 Industry Pathways and Practice

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

A-S 587 Advanced Topics in Photography

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

A-S 596 Workshop

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

A-S 687 Graduate Topics in Photography

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

A-S 777 Problems in Intermedia

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Faculty Roster Form
Qualifications of Full-Time and Part-Time Faculty
Name of Institution: University of Kentucky
Name of Primary Department, Academic Program, or Discipline: School of Art and Visual Studies, BS, Digital
Media and Design
Academic Term(s) Included: Fall 2016 – Spring 2017
Date Form Completed: September 11, 2015
1
Course Instructor Name
NAME (F, P)

2
COURSES TAUGHT
Including Term, Course
Number & Title, Credit Hours
(D, UN, UT, G)

3
ACADEMIC DEGREES&
COURSEWORK
Relevant to Courses
Taught, Including
Institution & Major
List specific graduate
coursework, if needed

Ruth Adams (F)
Associate Professor,
Photography

A‐S 580:Photography Projects –
each Fall or Spring; 3cr hr (U)
A‐S 384: Color Photography –
Every 3rd semester; 3cr hr (U)
A‐S 386: Non‐Silver Photography –
Every 3rd Semester; 3cr hr (U)

Robert Dickes (F)
Lecturer, Photography

A‐S 300 Digital Photography: F16,
S17 3cr (U)
A‐S 346 Video Art; F16 3cr (U)
A‐S 305 Studio Lighting: S17; 3cr
(U)
A‐S 585 Industry Pathways &
Practice: F16, S17; 3cr (U)

* M.F.A. University of Miami,
1999; Concentration in
Photography and Digital Art
*B.F.A. Rochester Institute of
Technology, 1994;
Photojournalis
*B.S. Syracuse University 1988;
Computer Science
BFA, Rochester Institute of
Technology, 1996
Teaching Certificate, Florida
Atlantic University, 2001
MFA, University of Kentucky,
2009
Distance Learning, VASA
International, 2011

4
OTHER QUALIFICATIONS &
COMMENTS
Related to Courses Taught

5
NEW Courses Includes
Course Prefix, #, & title)

Active as member and on the
board of directors for the Society
for Photographic Education, the
professional organization for
photography educators.

Commercial Photographer,
Entrepreneur 1996‐2002
Graphic Design, photography and
digital media teacher, Spanish
River High School 2000‐2004, The
Villages High School 2004‐2005,
Lexington Christian Academy
2009‐2010

ART 485 Industry Pathways &
Practice Practices in
Photography

Form Updated: June 2015

Garrett Hansen (F)
Assistant Professor,
Photography

Doreen Maloney (F)
Associate Professor,
New Media

Jonathan McFadden (F)
Assistant Professor,
Printmedia

AS 300: Introduction to Digital
Photography ’2013 Fall, 2014 &
2015; 3 cr (U)
AS 280: Photographic Literacy
’2013 Fall, 2014 Spring 3 cr (U)
AS 380: Black and White
Photography
‘2014 Fall, 2015 Fall 3 cr (U)
AS 381: Advanced Black and White
Photography
‘2014 Spring’ 3cr (U)
AS 580: Problems in Photography
‘2014 Fall, 2015 Spring’ 3cr (U)
A‐S 346 Video Art ‘2016,’2017; 3
cr (U)
A‐S 398 Coordinated Studies
/Advanced Video ‘2016, ‘2017; 3
cr (U)
A‐S 490 Street Scenes and Zines:
Berlin, Germany
A‐S 546: Intermedia Topics:
‘2016,; 3 cr (U) (G)
A‐S 780 Problems in Design
‘2016,’2017; 3 cr (G)
A‐S 777 Problems in Intermedia
‘2016,’2017; 3 cr (G)
A‐S 795 Independent Research
‘2016,’2017; 3 cr (GR)
A‐S 320 Printmedia: Relief/ Screen
Print
A‐S 321 Printmedia: Intaglio/
Lithography
A‐S 520 Printmedia: Topics
(Previously taught as Digital
Applications, Photolithography,
and Advanced Screen Print)
A‐S 521 Printmedia:
Contemporary Practices

* MFA., Photography, Indiana
University, 2011

Taught graphic design,
photography, video, web design,
typography, screen printing,
layout and lighting.
Exhibited both black and white
and digital photographs in juried
and solo shows throughout the US
and Asia.

AS 381: Lens Arts
AS 390: Documentary
Photography

* MFA/MA Installation, Video
Art and Performance ,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison 1999
* MA Ottoman History,
University of Wisconsin,
Madison, 1996

BA in German, Indiana Univeristy,
1985.
Director, Berlin Program; Kentucky
Institute for International Studies
‘2015, ‘2016

A‐S 547: A‐S 547 Digital
Projects ‘2017; 3 cr (U)
A‐S 546: Advanced Studio
Lighting / Advanced Video:
Performance of the Self ‘2016;
3 cr (G) (U)

MFA, Printmaking, Edinburgh
College of Art, 2009
BFA, Printmaking, Texas State
University, 2006
BA, French, Texas State
University, 2006

Assistant Printer, Tandem Press,
2009‐10
Jerome Fellowship, Highpoint
Center For Printmaking, 2011‐12

A‐S 322 Screen Printing
A‐S 390 Digital Printmaking
A‐S 520 Printmedia: Topics
(Photogravure)

Form Updated: June 2015

Matt Page (F)
Lecturer of Digital Media

Lee Ann Paynter (F)
Lecturer, Digital Media &
Photography

James R Southard (F)
Lecturer,
Photography

Dmitry Strakovsky (F)
Associate Professor,
Photography

A‐S 720 Problems in Printmaking
A‐S 340 Introduction to Graphic
Design
A‐S 341 Graphic Design: Layout

A‐S 200 Intro to Digital Art: Space
& Time (F16 & S17)
3 credit, UG
A‐S 300 Digital Photography (F16)
3 credit, UG
A‐S 346 Digital Video (S17) 3
credit, UG
AS 280‐‐F 2014 to present
AS 300‐F 2014 to present
AS 385 F 2015
Other Schools:
Digital Canvas: Adv Dig Photo
Digital Media & Intro to Photo)
A‐S 348 Circuits and Bits:
Introduction to Software and
Hardware in Arts, F 2010, SP 2011,
SP 2013, 3cr (U);
A‐S 390 Topical Studies (Dynamic
Web and Game Production): F
2010, F 2012, SP 2014, 3cr (U);
A‐S 793 Graduate Studio Seminar:
F 2007, S 2011, 1cr (GR);
A‐S 390 Topical Studies (Software
and Hardware in Arts): S 2011, 3cr
(U);
A‐S 200 Studio I: F 2009, SP 2007,
F 2006, F 2007, SP 2008, F 2008,
3cr (U);
A‐S 390 Topical Studies
(Introduction to Software and
Hardware in Arts): F 2009, F 2008,
F2007, 3cr (U);
A‐S 390 Topical Studies
(Studio.Post.Studio): SP 2009, SP
2010, 3cr (U);

M.F.A Vermont College of Fine
Arts, Montpelier, Vermont,
2006

Founding member of critically
acclaimed, internationally known
musical group Dream the Electric
Sleep.

MFA Photography & Media,
California Institute of the Arts,
2011

Working digital media artist and
photographer with a busy
exhibition schedule
CAA New Media Caucus
Society of Photographic Educators
American Photographic Society

*MFA Carnegie Mellon
University, 2011 MacDowell
2013,
Yaddo 2014,
Millay 2015,
Al Smith 2015 and Skowhegan
2012 Fellow
* MFA The School of the Art
Institute of Chicago

Medium I've been working with:
Dig Photo, Illustration, Dig
Illustration, Dig Video & Sculptural
performance

AS ??? Digital Canvas:
Constructed workspace. AS ???
Video Installation

CTO MakeTime, Inc. 2014‐2015
Freelance Software developer
2001‐present

A‐S 200 Introduction to Digital
Art, Space and Time
A‐S 345 Introduction to Web
Design
A‐S 348 Circuits & Bits:
Introduction to Hardware and
Software Topics in Art
A‐S 546 Intermedia Studio
A‐S 547 Digital Meda and
Design Projects
ART 585 Industry Pathways
and Practice
A‐S 596 Workshop
A‐S 777 Problems in
Intermedia

A‐S 347 Multimedia: Sound
Design
A‐S 541 Advanced Graphic
Design
A‐S 540 Publication Design
A‐S 285 Lens Arts (F16 & S17) 3
credit, UG
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Sarah Wylie VanMeter,
Lecturer

James Wade (F)
Senior Lecturer,
Foundations, Hybrid
Fabrication and Sculpture

Nicole White (F), Lecturer,
Photography

A‐S 546 Intermedia Studio
(Software and Hardware in Arts): F
2008, SP 2009, SP 2010, 3cr (U);
A‐S 345 Web Design: F 2006, SP
2013, SP 2014 3cr (U);
A‐S 347 Multimedia (Introduction
to Programming): SP 2007, 3cr (U);
A‐S 347 Multimedia (Introduction
to Mobile Development): SP 2013,
3cr (U);
A‐S 546 Intermedia Studio
(Studio.Post.Studio): SP 2012, 3cr
(U);
A‐S 546 Intermedia Studio
([IN]Sound): SP 2013, 3cr (U);
A‐S 101: Creativity Practices in Art
Studio (1)
A‐S 200: Introduction to Digital Art
(3)
A‐S 201: Professional Practices in
Art Studio (1)
A‐S 346: Digital Video (3)
A‐S 103: Three Dimensional Form;
F2004 to present; 3 cr (U)
A‐S 355: Introduction to Sculpture;
F2011‐Sp2014; 3 cr (U)
A‐S 390: Hybrid Fabrication;
F2014; 3 cr (U)
A‐S 546: Digital Design and
Fabrication; 3 cr (U)
A‐S 285: Lens Arts, 3 cr (U)
A‐S 300: Digital Photography, 3 cr
(U)
A‐S 200: Digital Art, Space and
Time (U)

MFA Filmmaking, San Francisco
Art Institute, 2009
BFA Photography and New
Media, University of Kentucky,
2003

Co‐Founder & Co‐Director,
Lexington Film League; Additional
Photography, The Seer:
Documentary on Wendell Berry
(2015); Director of Photography,
Elbow of Light: A Film on James
Baker Hall (2010)

MFA – Sculpture, The
University of Georgia, 1996
BFA – Studio Art (Sculpture and
Drawing), University of
Kentucky, 1994

MFA, Studio, School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, 2012
MA, Art History, University of
Connecticut, 2010

A‐S 347: Hybrid Fabrication
A‐S 347: Digital Design and
Fabrication

(2015 only) Artist‐in‐Residence,
Latitude Lab, Chicago, IL; Guest
Lecturer, MWSPE 2015
Conference, Louisville, KY;
Panelist, Failure And The Artist
Symposium, Sam Fox School of
Design & Visual Arts, Washington
University, St. Louis, MO; Curator,
Project 9, Zephyr Gallery,
Louisville, KY; 4) Two/three person
national exhibitions. (4) Regional
and national group exhibitions.
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David Wischer (F)
Lecturer,
Digital Media

A‐S 200: Introduction to Digital
Art, Space, and Time ‐‐ F 2013, Sp
2014, F 2014, Sp 2015, F 2015; 3 cr
(UT)
A‐S 340: Introduction to Graphic
Design ‐‐ Sp 2014, F 2014, Sp
2015, Summer 2015, F 2015, Sp
2016; 3 cr (UT)
A‐S 320: Printmaking 1 – Summer
2014, Summer 2015, F 2015; 3 cr
(UT)
A‐S 322: Screen Print – Sp 2015,
Sp 2016; 3 cr (UT)
A‐S 102: 2D Surface – Sp 2014; 3
cr (UT)
A‐S 101: Creativity Practices – F
2014, Sp 2015, F 2015; 1 cr (UT)

BFA, Graphic Design, Northern
Kentucky University, Highland
Heights KY, 2000
MFA, Fine Art, Purdue
University, West Lafayette IN,
2012

Work published online
internationally and in print
nationally. New gallery
representation in Chicago, IL.
Panel Chair, “Finding
Printmaking’s Place in an
Interdisciplinary and Post‐digital
World,” MAPC Conference,
Detroit MI (2014); Visiting Artist
and Animation Workshop,
University of the Arts, Philadelphia
PA (2013); Presenter,
Demonstration of Animated
Prints, MAPC Conference,
Southeast Missouri State, Cape
Girardeau MO (2012)

A‐S 341: Graphic Design
Layout; A‐S 346: Digital Video;
A‐S 347: Mulitimedia
Animation

F, P: Full-time or Part-time; D, UN, UT, G: Developmental, Undergraduate Nontransferable, Undergraduate Transferable, Graduate
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Lindlof, Thomas R lindlof@uky.edu
MAS Comment on DMAD degree proposal
March 31, 2016 at 11:25 AM
Jensen, Robert Robert.Jensen@uky.edu

Dear Rob,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed B.S. degree program in Digital Media
and Design (DMAD). As you know, we have discussed this proposal on several occasions, and
the Media Arts and Studies (MAS) faculty have also weighed in with their views after becoming
familiar with your faculty, the curriculum, and the proposed degree. I think I can speak for the
MAS faculty when I say that we are satisfied that approval of the B.S. degree in DMAD will have
mostly positive outcomes for both of our programs. To be sure, there are a few courses in your
curriculum – especially in the areas of video, web, and multimedia design – that resemble courses
already offered by MAS. However, I think we come at these areas of media design and
production with rather different pedagogical objectives. In addition, the overall missions of our
degree programs are different, with MAS more focused on preparing students for career paths in
the media industries. This orientation includes not just content creation, but also media
distribution, management, and analysis of the social and cultural influences of media. Thus I see
our programs as complementary, rather than competitive, and I foresee many fruitful ways in
which we might take advantage of this complementarity. For example, students can be
encouraged to double-major in MAS and DMAD, and our faculties might explore joint ventures
(projects, classes, etc.) that will benefit students from both programs. In summary, I see no real
downsides for MAS if the B.S. degree program in DMAD is approved. In fact, if our very
collegial relationship with DMAD continues, as I fully expect it will, there is reason to believe
that it will be a win-win for both programs.
Best regards
Tom
Thomas R. Lindlof
Professor
University of Kentucky
School of Journalism and Media
College of Communication and Information
212 Grehan Bldg.
Lexington, KY 40506-0042
e-mail: lindlof@uky.edu
voice: (859) 257-4242

Department of Writing, Rhetoric
& Digital Studies
1355 Patterson Office Tower
Lexington KY 40506-0027
859.218.2867 (WRD Office)
859.218.2999 (fax)
http://wrd.as.uk.edu/

Undergraduate Council
March 30, 2016
This letter confirms that Writing, Rhetoric and Digital Studies supports and is aware of Art and
Visual Studies’ proposed B.S. degree in Digital Media and Design. We hope to collaborate with
Art and Visual Studies on coursework as well as encourage students from both programs to
minor in the other program.
Sincerely,

Jeff Rice
Chair, Writing, Rhetoric and Digital Studies.

